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10. **Call to Order:**

On November 14, 2015, a meeting of the Board of Governors of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers was held in Houston, Texas. A quorum being present, the meeting was called to order by the President at 1:00 PM CST. Attendance was as follows:

**Board of Governors**
- President: Julio C. Guerrero
- Immediate Past President: J. Robert Sims
- President-Elect: K. Keith Roe

**Other Officers**
- Senior Vice Presidents: Robert E. Grimes, Technical Events and Content
  - Laura E. Hitchcock, Standards and Certification
  - Paul D. Stevenson, Student and Early Career Development
  - Timothy Wei, Public Affairs and Outreach
- Secretary and Treasurer: James Coaker
- Executive Director: Thomas G. Loughlin
- Assistant Secretary: John Delli Venneri

**Board of Governors Elect**
- Mahantesh Hiremath
- Karen Ohland
- William J. Wepfer

**Senior Vice President Elect**
- Richard Marboe

**Board Committee Chairs**
- Victoria Rockwell: Committee on Finance and Investment (COFI)
- Robert Simmons: Committee of Past Presidents (CPP)
- Larry Luna: Committee on Organization and Rules (COR)
- Judy Vance: Committee on Honors (COH)
Corporate Counsel
John Sare

Other Guests
Frank Adamek ASME Foundation Board
Betty Bowersox COFI, Nominating Committee
Ruander Cardenas VOLT, E-Learning, Chair
Karman Ghia Committee on Honors
D. Yogi Goswami Member
Marc Goldsmith Past President (2012-2013)
Richard J. Goldstein Past President (1996-1997)
Hind Hajjar Student Section Representative Middle East & Africa
Gustavo Hernandez ASME Chair, George Mason University
Emanul Haque BOG ECLIPSE Intern
Roy Hogan Engineering Sciences Segment
Amos E. Holt Past President (2009-2010)
Erin Hong ASME Student Leader
Daniel Kearney Nominating Committee
Megan Kroll Student Section Representative
Madiha Kotb Past President (2013-2014)
Webb Marner Pension Plan Trustee
John Parker Past President (2000-2001)
William Quandt ASME Student Leader
Carl Remler UIUC Representative
Ed Seiders Past Governor (2010-2013)
Terry Shoup Past President (2006-2007)
Cynthia Stong Co-Chair SMC
Keith Thayer Past President (1997-1998)
Reginald Vachon Past President (2003-2004)
Bethany Waanders ASME Student Leader
Charla Wise ASME Member
Sam Zamrik Past President (2007-2008)

Staff
William Berger Managing Director, Standards
RuthAnn Bigley Coordinator, Governance
Keith Bloesch Managing Director, Financial and Project Reporting
Clare Bruff Manager, Volunteer Leadership Development
Peter Cestaro Director, Benefits & Payroll
Paul Cleri Director, Technology Development
Michael Cowan Director, Public Information
Noha El-Ghobashy Executive Director, ASME Foundation
John Falcioni Director, Editorial ME Magazine
Nick Ferrari Director, Publishing Development
Heidi Hijikata Director, Global Development
Kathryn Holmes Director, Government Relations
Michael Ireland Managing Director, Engineering Research & Technical Development
11. **Adoption of the Agenda:** The Board

   VOTED: to adopt the agenda as circulated on November 2, 2015.

12. **Announcements:**

   The President welcomed all to the meeting and recognized Past Presidents Richard Goldstein, Marc Goldsmith, Amos Holt, Madiha Kotb, John Parker, Victoria Rockwell, Terry Shoup, Robert Simmons, Keith Thayer, Reginald Vachon, and Sam Zamrik. The President also welcomed 2015-2016 ECLIPSE Intern Emamul Haque. The President noted that Past President Vachon was named Engineer Statesman by the Pan American Academy of Engineering.

13. **Report on Closed Sessions**

   President Guerrero reported on the following Closed Sessions of the Board:

   At the June 10, 2015 Closed Session, the Board
   - Received the Presidential appointments for FY16
   - Approved the FY 2016 to FY2018 Operating and Capital Budgets
   - Discussed the development of a strategy for ASME

   At the September 4, 2015 Closed Session, the Board
   - Provisionally approved travel of three delegations to Peru, India, and China subject to a report from the Committee on Finance and Investment

   At the September 11, 2015 Closed Session, the Board
   - Received a report from the Committee on Finance and Investment on the travel of three delegations to Peru, India and China
Approved a statement of strategy
Approved a $700,000 initiative for TEC and GETT meetings and group training
Approved allowing Sections to keep excess funds generated from approved activities and a budget of $250,000 for approved section activity funding requests
Approved allowing groups to have a net reduction of up to 25% of their segregated accounts for approved activities and up to 100% on ASME programs
Approved $250,000 for the travel of three BOG international delegations

At the October 5, 2015 Closed Session, the Board

- Received the FY15 Enterprise Performance Results
- Received annual reports from Board committees
- Received the recommendation of the nominee for the Senior Vice President of the TEC Sector
- Approved appointments to external and internal units
- Approved the FY15 incentive compensation performance results
- Approved the FY15 financial statements as presented by KPMG
- Appointed KPMG as auditors for FY16

At the November 14, 2015 Closed Session, the Board:

- Voted to have the Strategy Task Force continue with its action plan
- Received information on the formation of a Committee on Strategy Planning
- Received the FY16 Enterprise Incentive Goals
- Received the FY16 Q1 Performance and Executive Director Update
- Approved the EDESC Review of Performance for Q1
- Received the FY15 Incentive Compensation and Year-end Discretionary Bonus Payout Report
- Selected Richard Marboe as SVP for the Technical Events and Content Sector for 2016-2019

14. Discussion Items: The Board

VOTED: to move into open session, as if in the Committee of the Whole.

The Board heard reports concerning and discussed the following items:

Sector Management Committee Report by Keith Roe (Agenda Appendix 4.1.1 and Minutes Appendix I); International Delegation Report (Minutes Appendix II); and Strategy Task Force (Minutes Appendix III).

Following the close of the Discussion Items, the Board

VOTED: to move into formal session.

15. Items for Receipt: The Board

VOTED: to receive the following item: (1) Sector Management Committee Report (Agenda Appendix 4.1.1 and Minutes Appendix I).
16. **Items for Action:** The Board

   VOTED: to approve the following items: (1) Minutes from June 10, 2015; (2) Proposed By-Law B4.2.2.4.c for First Reading (Agenda Appendix 4.2.3.1 and Minutes Appendix IV); (3) By-Law B5.2.5 for First Reading (Agenda Appendix 4.2.3.1 and Minutes Appendix V); (4) By-Law B5.7 for Second Reading (Agenda Appendix 4.2.4.1 and Minutes Appendix VI); (5) Updated Position Papers (Agenda Appendix 4.2.5 and Minutes Appendix VII)

17. **Dates of Future Meetings.** The Board approved meeting dates and times as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 20, 2016</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>12:00 PM – 5:00 PM</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 21, 2016</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 11, 2016</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:00 PM – 2:00 PM</td>
<td>Web conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 14, 2016</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:00 PM – 5:00 PM</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 15, 2016</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 5, 2016</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>8:30 AM – 4:30 PM</td>
<td>Louisville, KY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 8, 2016</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>10:00 AM – 3:00 PM</td>
<td>Louisville, KY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 8, 2016</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:00 PM – 5:00 PM</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 9, 2016</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) 2015-2016 Board of Governors (b) 2016-2017 Board of Governors

18. **Contingency Time:** ECLIPSE Intern for the Board Emamul Haque addressed his work for ASME. There was a discussion on engaging students in codes and standards, domestically and internationally; membership engagement relative to the work of the Board’s international visits; the education requirements for professional licensure; a society-wide student conference; and the composition of the Board.

19. **Adjournment:** The meeting was adjourned on Saturday, November 14, 2015 at 4:22 PM CST.

James Coaker
Secretary
ASME Board of Governors
Agenda Item
Cover Memo

Date Submitted: October 23, 2015
BOG Meeting Date: November 14, 2015
To: Board of Governors
From: Sector Management Committee

Agenda Item Executive Summary: (Do not exceed the space provided)

The report updates the BOG on Sector, GPS/GETT and VOLT related activities and is for information only.

Proposed motion for BOG Action: (if appropriate)

No Action

Attachments:
One
I. SMC Operations

In August, two conference calls/meetings were held with SMC members, staff and a few other volunteers to review the Sector strategic planning activities. Conversation started at the 2015 Annual Meeting, and was deemed timely for the Enterprise Planning effort. The discussions provided an important link to align Enterprise and Sector plans, and to collectively share ideas and seek ways to build the content ecosystem. The purpose of the meeting was to share the plans, give visibility to potential ideas for cross fertilization of activities or content between Sectors and to provide input to the Enterprise Strategic planning that is ongoing. Regarding the latter, John Goossen and Mike Ireland participated in the calls.

This kind of interaction between SMC members will be continued as the Enterprise Strategy evolves and the SMC works to support integration of the Sector plans and implementation.

Summary / Observations from the August discussions:

1. The Sector strategies are essentially aligned with the ASME strategy. They are customer/market focused and utilize a technology perspective.
2. All units referenced the need to collaborate with others to identify new products, services, geographies, etc.
3. The SVPs are excited about the strategy and figuring how they collectively and individually can support an integrated implementation plan. They see this as their role, with the Board remaining at the strategic level.
4. Several challenges were identified:
   • Agility; deciding quickly and acting quickly
   • Examining our funding and business model for each sector
   • Engaging industry – want to be much more engaged at management and executive level in particular than we are today
   • Engaging early career engineers, and in particular on their terms
   • Collaborating with other sectors to maximize the value of our intellectual content, particularly as we increase our technology focus under the new enterprise strategy.
   • Global issues and penetration (over time) in each sector.
5. Bottom Line: SMC and the Sectors are poised to help finalize, communicate and implement the Enterprise Strategy recently approved by the BOG
   • As the “Operations” arm of ASME, SMC and the Sectors have a key role going forward in executing the strategy and making the strategy successful under the guidance of the BOG.
   • BOG will see increased visibility of SMC activities that support these efforts.
II. Sector Highlights

Standards & Certification – Laura Hitchcock, Bill Berger

Quarterly Highlights

- The Council on Standards and Certification (CSC) last met on June 9, 2015, in conjunction with the ASME Annual Meeting in Jacksonville, and will hold its next meeting on Monday, November 16, 2015 in conjunction with Congress in Houston.

- The Senior VP, S&C and senior S&C staff continue development of an updated S&C Strategic Plan, as a result of a request from the ASME Past-President. Recommended end-state descriptions of elements of S&C 25 years from now were distributed to members of CSC for their input. The comments submitted during this exercise have been reviewed by the Senior VP and staff, revisions have been made to the initial draft to address the comments, and the revisions are considered to have been accepted by CSC. At its June 9 meeting, CSC held a brainstorming session to begin development of the strategies and tactics to support the end-state descriptions. The results of this brainstorming session were subsequently reviewed by the CSC leadership, which has selected three of the end-state descriptions (with associated strategies and tactics) to propose to the CSC at its November meeting for proceeding with as part of its 2016 Statement of Work.

- ASME was the respondent to an appeal by WJE Associates, Inc., requesting ANSI withdrawal of its approval of the revision to the ASME A120.1 Standard on Safety Requirements for Powered Platforms and Traveling Ladders and Gantries for Building Maintenance. This was the fifth appeal by WJE on this item. The latest appeal was denied by ANSI.

- A presentation on ASME Codes and Standards Thermal Energy Storage (TES) Safety Committee and New PTC 53 Energy Storage Committee was given by S&C staff, at the ASME Thermal Energy Storage Workshop, held on June 29th in conjunction with the 2015 ASME Power and Energy Conference. The S&C staff presentation covered the work that ASME standards committees were undertaking, other speakers presented information about fly wheel storage, compressed air storage and the current status of electric utility storage. During the facilitated discussion after the presentations, the attendees indicated that they would be interested in having an additional workshop covering this topic in the future. One attendee is now an active member of the TES committee and has in turn helped to recruit 2 additional members.

- As a result of separate requests from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) of the U.S. Dept. of Transportation, S&C agreed to post copies of ASME standards being proposed for incorporation by reference into specific NRC and PHMSA regulations for free read-only access during the public comment period for their proposed rulemaking. These requests were as a result of revised Office of Federal Register rules governing agency requests for standards to be incorporated by reference in their rulemaking that require the agencies to describe how the standards they intend to incorporate by reference are reasonably available, or what actions the agency took to make them reasonably available.
Technical Events and Content (TEC) Bobby Grimes, Michael Ireland

ECS (Energy Conversion & Storage) Segment

Quarterly Highlights

- The ESC-SLT held their strategic meeting on August 27-28 in New Orleans in conjunction with the ESP-SLT.
- Improved Group Engagement and Market representation – a very nice Monthly Newsletter for communications was created.

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

- Internal Combustion Engine Conference (ICEF) will take place from Nov 8-11, 2015 in Houston, Texas, with 166 abstracts received, and 138 accepted. An Undergraduate Student Competition will be included, as well as a tour of a GE Oil & Gas facility.
- ASME 2015 Gas Turbine India will be held in Hyderabad, India from December 1-3, 2015 with over 100 abstracts received, and over 200 turbine professionals to attend.
- Turbo Expo 2016 will be held June 13-17 at the COEX Convention Center in Seoul South Korea, first time done in Asia, with 1,937 abstracts submitted.
- Power & Energy 2016 will be held June 26-30 at the Charlotte Convention Center and planning is well underway. This event will be co-located with ICONE 2016.

ESP (Energy Sources & Processing) Segment

Quarterly Highlights

- The ESP SLT meeting was held in New Orleans August 28 & 29, 2015. The meeting consisted of a half-day meeting with both ESP- and ECS-SLTs, then the two SLTs held individual meetings. The ESP-SLT discussed the existing and future list of Conferences and Events involving their groups as well as how the industry can be better served; these discussions will continue at meetings during IMECE in Houston.
- The OMAE 2015 Conference was held in St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada on May 30 - June 4, 2015. The conference attendance was 1028 attendees; 15 Sponsors, 10 exhibitors with 877 papers presented in 12 technical tracks.
The PVP 2015 Conference was held in Boston July 19-23, 2015. The conference had 811 attendees with 630 papers, 25 presentation-only over 10 Technical Tracks, 2 Special Tutorials, 8 Technical Tutorials, 13 sponsors, 14 exhibitors, 2 plenary speakers, and 15 student posters.

The ASME 2015 International Pipeline Geotechnical Conference (IPG2015) was held on July 15-17 in Bogota, Colombia. A poster session, workshops and a small exhibit area were included. 31 technical papers were published, and 150 delegates were in attendance. IPG 2017 will take place in Lima, Peru. IPG is an international event to promote knowledge sharing, technological progress and international cooperation for advancing the management of natural forces impacting pipelines.

The Rio Pipeline Conference 2015 was held on September 22-24 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The Pipeline Systems Division (PSD) is a supporting organization of this event. There were 1400 attendees at the conference and exhibition. The PSD holds an exhibit booth, participates in special sessions and present workshops in addition to holding the Global Pipeline Award (GPA) program. OTC Brasil will be held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil October 27-29, 2015. As one of the OTC conferences, ASME is one of the 13 professional sponsoring societies, so we will have a booth in their exhibit; 15,000 attendees are expected with 140 exhibitors.

The Petroleum Division Annual Sporting Clays Tournament will be held on October 16, 2015 in Houston. Each year this tournament hosts over 200 industry professionals for a day of competition, networking, and fun. This popular event is in its 10th year and is a must-attend event for many prominent oil & gas companies. The tournament promotes membership awareness and provides fundraising.

ESS (Engineering Sciences) Segment

Quarterly Highlights

- MANCEF Progress Update:
  - The co-sponsorship agreement between ASME and the Micro, Nano, and Emerging Technologies Commercialization & Education Foundation (MANCEF) (www.mancef.org) was signed August 2015. ASME and MANCEF will co-sponsor the next MANCEF COMS conference on August 28–31, 2016, in Houston.
  - Representatives from ESS traveled to Krakow, Poland to meet with the MANCEF board and attend the 2015 COMS conference. Plans regarding ASME’s prospective acquisition of MANCEF were further developed. ASME and MANCEF will conduct follow-up meetings at ASME headquarters on October 21, and at IMECE on November 14.
- A successful MCMAT 2015 was held in Seattle, June 29–July 1.
- The ESS-SLT held a F2F meeting at ASME 2 Park Ave on June 22. Monthly telecons held.

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

- Planning for the following ESS conferences are underway and on target for execution:
  - 2015 IMECE, November 13–19 in Houston.
  - 2016 NEMB, February 21–24 in Houston.
o 2016 MNHMT (Micro-Nano, Heat & Mass Transfer), will be held January 4–6 in Singapore. This is the first year that this Heat Transfer & Nano conference will be run with ASME as 100% owner!
o 2016 Heat Transfer/Fluids/ICNMM joint conference, July 10–14 in Washington, DC
o 2016 ASME/MANCEF COMS, August 28–31 in Houston.
o 2017 Fluids Engineering Division Conference, July 30–August 4 in Waikoloa, HI.

The ASME NanoEngineering for Energy and Sustainability (NEES) Committee continues planning for the inaugural Nanotechnology at the Nexus of Water and Energy (N-NEW) conference, to be held in Abu Dhabi in 2016.
o ESS-SLT will hold F2F meetings on Oct. 19 at ASME 2 Park, and on Nov. 14 at IMECE in Houston.

DMM (Design, Materials, and Manufacturing) Segment

Quarterly Highlights

• AM3D 2015 was successfully offered in conjunction with IDETC/CIE from August 2-5 at the Hynes Convention Center in Boston. Integration between the new industry-oriented AM3D program and the DED and CIE Divisions resulted in strong performance. Total attendance was about 2000.
• An additional 3 – DMM events were offered: MSEC/NAMRC June 8-12 in Charlotte; InterPACK co-located with Microchannels July 6-9 in San Francisco; and SMASIS September 21-23 in Colorado Springs.
• A planning meeting was held for a new ASME 2016 ISPS/InterPACK/IoT conference on September 30, 2015 at Xilinx in San Jose hosted by DMM-SLT member Gamal Refai-Ahmed, Ph.D. Volunteer leaders from ISPS, EPPD and Santa Clara Valley experts attended. Potential dates are June/July 2016 in Silicon Valley.
• DMM-SLT continues to hold telecons on every third Wednesday of each month. Also, the DMM-SLT Chair and Segment Rep hold bi-weekly calls with the DMM Staff Director.

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

• The Aerospace Division’s Adaptive Structures & Materials Systems Technical Committee, that organizes the annual SMASIS conference, would like to spin off and become a new ASME Group.
• Dynamic Systems Controls Conference will be offered from October 28-30, 2015 in Columbus, Ohio. Amip Shah and Jeff Rhoads of the DMM-SLT plan to attend the Executive Committee meeting along with DMM staff on October 28, 2015 to address requested publication tool improvements from the Division. The Managing Director of Publishing, Phil DiVietro, will also attend to share planned updates/improvements to the ASME Conference Tool Box.
• A DMM-SLT meeting with related Divisions who will have representatives at Congress 2015 in Houston is being planned for November 14, 2015 to continue relationship-building with these Divisions.

Programs
Public Affairs & Outreach – Tim Wei, Reese Meisinger

Joint Government Relations (GR) and Engineering Education (EE) Initiative

• The first Workforce Education Advisory Group was created at America Makes, the National Additive Manufacturing Institute. The largely industry-based group is supported by Maureen Fang, ASME Advanced Manufacturing Fellow. Tom Perry represents ASME in the group, which met at the ASME AM3D conference in Boston and also conducted a workshop of engineering/technology educators and industry leaders on crafting a roadmap for America Makes workforce education planning.

Engineering for Global Development/E4C

Quarterly Highlights

• ISHOW Global – 2015 program complete with 9 winners from 3 locations. Press coverage on NPR, CNBC India and in Bloomberg Business Week. Partnerships secured for 2016 ISHOW.
• EGD Conference Programming – The EGD Keynote was well received at the Design Automation Conference at IDETC in Boston. Video post-production is underway. Conference programming business plan is being drafted for Foundation and EGD Committee review.
• E4C 2.0 – The new E4C site went live on September 3.
• Engineering for Change Solutions Library 2.0 – A total of 200+ products delivered as part of SL2.0. Currently undergoing integration with E4C 2.0 for release in October.
• DEMAND, ASME Global Development Review – New Editor has been contracted and onboarded.

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon

• ISHOW Global – Global launch of 2016 program at IMECE in November.
• DEMAND, ASME Global Development Review – ASME.org DEMAND landing pages currently in development and scheduled for release in Q2 to support the distribution and marketing strategy.

K12/Diversity/Scholarships

Quarterly Highlights

• The Pre-College Engineering Education Committee is meeting on October 16-17 at NC State to finalize the design principles and overall strategic plan for ASME’s K-12 STEM Education Program Portfolio. This includes an onsite visit at Brentwood Magnet Elementary School, which has a K-5 focus on engineering.
• The second year for ASME Inspire launched in September, with a total of 2,893 active student from 97 schools across 26 states engaged.

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon
• Diversity & Inclusion Strategy Committee, Nov 2015 - The committee has reviewed and approved the ASME Diversity in STEM position statement. The statement will now go to the Council for approval.
• The annual Women in Engineering reception will be held on Tuesday, November 17, 2015 from 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm. The reception is open to all registered women engineers, as well as ASME leadership.

Engineering Education

Quarterly Highlights

• The 2016 International ME Education Leadership (MEED) Summit is scheduled for March 16-19, in Tampa FL and will continue the Advanced Manufacturing emphasis and also focus on the current realities and approaches facing ME departments as they work to increase design-build teaching and facilities capacity while managing historically high enrollments.
• 101 ABET/ASME degree program accreditation evaluations visits were officially scheduled for Sept-Dec 2015 including 33 ME Programs to be evaluated at universities in Colombia, Peru, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, India, Jordan, Turkey, Mexico, Palestine, the UAE and, for the first time, China.
• June 30-July 3 UPADI Planning Conference, Roatan, Honduras. The ASME-led UPADI Education Committee met at the conference for initial planning of sessions/workshops at the 2016 UPADI Biennial Conference in Panama City, Panama.
• Revised ABET General Criteria for Engineering degree programs and Revised program Criteria for Mechanical Engineering Technology Programs, supported by our ASME delegations, were approved in July by the ABET Engineering & Engineering Technology Accreditation Commissions, respectively. Both criteria reference an industry codes and standards education requirement, one of the ASME Engineering Education Vision 2030 advocacy components. The changes will proceed to the ABET Board of Delegates, on which ASME is represented, starting the final approval process in October.
• The NSF-supported ASME/WEPAN project on Transforming Engineering Culture to Advance Inclusion and Diversity (TECAID) was featured in a special session at the June 11-12, WEPAN Change Leader Forum in Denver, CO
• Sep 24-26 – International Pressure Vessel Technology Conference, Shanghai, China - ASME Engineering Education Vision 2030 industry-focus presentation.
• Oct 1-2 - WEPAN/ASME TECAID Workshop #2, Chicago, IL
• Oct 14-17 – ABET Society Liaison Summit and the inaugural meeting of the new ABET Board of Delegates, Baltimore, MD

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

• 2015 ASME IMECE will feature meetings of the ASME Committee on Engineering Education, ABET Accreditation Committees, ME Department Heads Executive Committee and MEDH Forum, ASME/WEPAN TECAID Project Diversity/Inclusion session and the Tips for Tenure session for early career faculty and PhD. students.
Government Relations

Quarterly Highlights

- ASME convened a briefing entitled, “Making a Maker,” on June 15, 2015 in partnership with the Council on Undergraduate Research and SAE International. The briefing was part of the “Week of Making,” which included the Capitol Hill Maker Faire and the National Maker Faire. Government Relations also helped facilitate Engineering for Global Development’s participation in the Capitol Hill Maker Faire and the National Maker Faire. ASME Foundation Executive Director Noha El-Ghobashy was in attendance at the White House event at the start of the National Maker Faire, and the launch of E4C 2.0 was included in the White House list of upcoming outside group commitments. EGD Committee member Dr. Nathan Johnson served as a plenary panelist on the National Maker Faire panel, “Exploring the Breadth of Making.” ASME facilitated GRIT’S (http://www.gogrit.us/team/) participation in the Capitol Hill Maker Faire, and also provided logistical support for some of the other makers at the Capitol Hill Faire.

- ASME convened two government-related webinars for members on June 24, 2015 and July 15, 2015, the first discussed the proposed federal budget for research and development programs for Fiscal Year 2016 and the second focused on the recent developments for the National Network for Manufacturing Innovation and the Advanced Manufacturing Partnership (AMP) 2.0.

- The 2015 Washington Internships for Students of Engineering (WISE) program ran from June 1- July 31, 2015. ASME sponsored three interns: Garrett Dowd, Paige Balcom (Engineering for Global Development-supported), and David MacPherson (Georgia Tech-supported). More information about the WISE interns’ papers can be found at: https://www.asme.org/career-education/articles/career-and-education/wise-beyond-their-years. ASME is currently soliciting for its 2016 intern.

- To review the two position statements issued since May 2015, please visit: https://www.asme.org/about-asme/get-involved/advocacy-government-relations/policy-publications/position-statements

- On October 20th, ASME co-sponsored a House STEM Education Caucus briefing entitled, “Building STEM Education Pipeline Aligned with Industry Needs: Perspectives from the Field.” Dr. Oscar Barton of George Mason University will be speaking on ASME’s Vision 2030 initiative.

Industry Advisory Board (IAB)

Quarterly Highlights

- IAB hosted two webinars in June. The first, presented by Matt Hourihan on the FY16 Federal R&D budget, the second presented by Noha El-Ghobashy on the ASME Foundation.
Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

- The IAB will host a webinar, presented by Dr. Dean Bartles, on the Designed Manufacturing and Design Innovation Institute (DMDII) in October in preparation for the November meeting.
- Planning is underway for the November 4-5 meeting, to be held at the Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation Institute in Chicago, IL.

Student & Early Career Development (SECD) – Paul Stevenson, Noha El-Ghobashy

Quarterly Highlights

SECD Sector

SECD Council is implementing its strategic plan and is working on finalizing the metrics to assess its program portfolio.

Student Programs

Quarterly Highlights

- 17 teams (planned) participated at the HPVC Mexico being held at Tecnológico de Monterrey, Monterrey, Mexico on October 5 – 7, 2015. 11 teams are expected to participate at HPVC Latin America in Bogotá, Colombia at Universidad de los Andes on October 15 - 17, 2015.
- There were 126 students, 44 teams from USA, Canada, India, Mexico, Pakistan, Colombia, and Bangladesh, that participated in the Round I of (Innovative Additive Manufacturing 3D) IAM3D Challenge. Twenty teams were invited to compete for the 5 awards in August at the IDETC/CIE/AM3D conference. The winners included student teams from Texas Tech, Tennessee Tech, Temple University, IIT Roorkee, India, and Sheridan College, Canada.
- There were 44 students, 17 teams that participated in the Round I of Innovative Design Simulation Challenge (IDETC). Twelve teams were invited to compete for 6 awards at the Finals at the IDETC/CIE/AM3D in Boston.
- Last of the 12 global 2015 Student Professional Development Conferences (SPDCs) concluded in Egypt in September. Fourteen “Robots for Relief” SDC finalist teams from the regional SPDCs “Robots for Relief” have been invited to compete at the IMECE in Houston.
- Planning for the 2016 regional SPDC locations supported by the ME Departments is in progress. Confirmed SPDC hosts include Georgia Tech, Rutgers University, Minnesota State University, Northern Arizona University, University of Peru, Tecnologico Nacional de Mexico, Vellore Institute of Technology, India, UET-Texila, Pakistan, American University-Beirut, Lebanon. Several other SPDC hosts are in the final process of confirmation.
Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

- Planning has started for the 2016 East and West HPVC’s.
- Applications are being accepted for the IAM3D and IDSC Challenges through April 2016.
- 2016 SPDC hosts are in the process of being finalized.
- 2016 HPVC India planning is in progress.
- Articles about the IDETC and IAM3D winning teams are scheduled for publication through various ASME communication channels.

Early Career Programs

Quarterly Highlights

- FutureME Mini-Talks held at IDETC Boston (August 2) attracted 154 attendees delivering 5 mini-talks highlighting various aspects and importance of communication including:
  1. Overcoming the Challenges of Effective Communication in the Realm of Interdisciplinary Pursuits,
  2. Collaboration: Building Connections,
  3. Building an Online Brand that Works for Your Career,
  4. Pitching Technical Ideas to Non-Technical Audiences,
  5. Speak your mind! Learning to Communicate your Career Plans.
- The team is in the process of reviewing transcripts from the IDETC FutureME Mini-Talks for post-production
- Program development is in progress for the IMECE FutureME MiniTalks:
  o IMECE FutureME MiniTalks will take place on Sunday, Nov 15, 2015 in Houston, TX.
  o The program has been outlined and 5 presenters have been confirmed along with moderator.
- The ECE Programming Committee continues to work on branding its portfolio of programs as FutureME programs and on forming new teams to align with three market segments (Energy Source, Power Generation, and Design & Advance Mfg.) to develop content for ECEs in those areas

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

- IDETC FutureME Mini-Talks post-production is underway to release videos on .ORG and YouTube
- Preparation for FutureME Minitalks at IMECE on Nov 15 in Houston, TX

Community Development

Quarterly Highlights

- DAG Final Reports are posted on the DAG website
• Applications are being accepted for the Diversity Action Grant program with a deadline on Nov 1, 2015
• Applications are being accepted for the C.T. Main, Arthur L. Williston, Outstanding SSA and ECE OG Awards
• Student leader training program SLTC 2015 will be held on Nov 13-15 in Houston, TX is in planning. This year the programs attracted 190 applicants
• Published ME Today July and September issues featuring the following articles/videos:
  o Video: The Number of Opportunities and Mentoring Prospects
  o Welcome ECLIPSE Interns 2015-16!
  o Video: Designing Real World Activities
  o ASME FutureME Video Contest Announcement
  o Video: Confronting Energy Challenges
  o GO WITH THE FLOW: MIT Invents Sensor Robot for Small Underground Pipes
  o Video: Five Concepts for Success
  o An Ambitious Engineering Student: Angadbir Singh Sabherwal
  o Looking Back: Embracing the Unknown
  o University of Akron Employs Critical Thinking to Present Successful Kids' Career Day
  o Video: ASME Innovation Showcase in Pune, India
  o The Role of Robotic Technology in a Manned Mission to Mars
  o Cornell University Emphasizes Inspiration and Building Effective Teams
  o Video: Fulfilling Your Entrepreneurial Spirit
• ME Today editorial team is working with Public Information on the articles covering topics correlated to career development in general and technical skills for market focus areas (energy sources, power generation, design & advanced manufacturing). The first set of three (3) articles is due September 29
• Eight new student sections were established in India, Egypt, USA, China, and Taiwan. Inquiries from students interested in starting an ASME section at their university continue to increase, including desire to form a collaborative student section in Florida. Student Section Awards and Grants program, now in its second year is gaining momentum amongst student sections. Applications for Student Sections Awards and Grants are being accepted through May 30, 2016.

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

• Award ceremony for C.T. Main and SSA awards at IMECE 2015.
• Publications of DAG-related articles.
• Work in progress on transitioning ME Today to the Community Development team and setting up a sustainable infrastructure and a pipeline of content from the market segment teams.
• Applications are being accepted for Student Section Awards and Grants through May 2016.
II. Volunteer Orientation and Leadership Training (VOLT) Academy – Marc Goldsmith, Dave Soukup, Clare Bruff

Quarterly Highlights

- A training webcast was held for the Board of Governors and for staff members who will be participating in the upcoming Board trips to Peru, India and China. The webcast briefed participants on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and Anti-Trust Law.
- The 2016-2017 ECLIPSE Intern Application Form has been posted to ASME.org. Applications are due January 4, 2016. Email blasts will be sent to individuals from the ASME member database 3-10 years since the BS graduation as follows: Early October, Early November, Early December and Late December. Additional marketing will be conducted at IMECE. The Sectors will be sent the recommendations made by the ECLIPSE Committee on January 18. They are asked to make their selections of interns by January 25.
- Work continues on the on-line modules of your ASME.
- Reviewed a proposal to COFI to assist in budget training.

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

- Officer-Elect Orientation is scheduled for November 13 in Houston. Reggie Vachon will facilitate this event.
- There will be a reception for alumni of the ECLIPSE, LDI, and MLP programs on November 14 in Houston.
- There will be a meet-up for Cross-Sector Workshop participants on November 15 in Houston.
- There will be a breakfast for the 2014-2015 ECLIPSE Interns on November 15 in Houston. They are working on a white paper focused on making ASME more relevant to early career engineers.
- A workshop titled “Succession Planning for a Successful Future” will be offered twice at the 2015 Congress. Panelists will share valuable insights and lessons learned from their own experience, both professionally and in ASME.

III. Group Pathways & Support (GPS)/Group Engagement & Transition Team (GETT) – Karen Ohland, Elio Manes

Quarterly Highlights

- A total of 262 activity approval requests were received and processed through the GPS Requisition Tool between July 2015 and September 2015. Of those, a request by Materials and Energy Recovery Division was not approved by the Energy Conversion & Storage Segment of the Technical Events & Content Sector. A separate detailed report of the 262 activity approval requests has been provided to the SMC. As of the date of this report, over 1,200 group activity requests have been processed by GPS.
- A total of $264,850 in contributions to the ASME Foundation were pledged by 12 Groups (8 sections and 4 Divisions) in their FY16 Annual Plans submitted through the GPS Requisition Tool. Contributions ranged from $50 to $250,000 (Petroleum Division).
- Held a training event on August 22 in Prague, Czech Republic, for Sections leaders from Europe, Middle East and Asia. There was a total of 21 in-person participants.
- Conducted a training event on September 26 in Miami for Section leaders from the U.S., Canada and Latin America. There was a total of 99 participants (70 in-person and an additional 29 via webcast).

Upcoming Activities/What’s on the Horizon?

- Compiling data on existing Group-level awards for evaluation by the Committee on Honors (COH). This information will assist the COH in instituting guidelines and a process for the approval and establishment of new Group-level award requests submitted to GPS. This work will also assist the COH in assessing changes to Society Policy P-3.2.
- Developing guidelines and procedures for Sections to make requests from the $250,000 fund that was established by ASME to support approved activities by Sections that do not have sufficient segregated funds.
- Work continues on developing a searchable online Procedures Guide, to be rolled out through the GPS Requisition Tool by January 2016. The Procedures Guide is intended to provide operational details for requirements stipulated in the current Group Operations Guide.
- Upgrades to the GPS Requisition Tool, including improved navigation, will be rolled out by January 2016.
- A face-to-face meeting of the Group Engagement & Transition Team (GETT) is planned for Saturday, November 14, 2015 in conjunction with the ASME Congress in Houston.
Summary of ASME’s Lima, Peru Trip

Those attending:

Julio Guerrero, Keith Roe, Bill Worek, Bryan Erler, Andy Taylor, Tom Loughlin and John Falcioni

Hosts:

Carlos Alarco, Jaime Sotomayor and Maria Isabel Barrios

BOG Meeting

November 14, 2015
# Agenda for the Meetings (Oct. 1-3, 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thursday, Oct 1</th>
<th>Friday, Oct 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 - 10:30 La Reserve Room</td>
<td>9:00 - 11:30 La Reserve Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Session 1a: ASME Professional Members</em></td>
<td><em>Session 3: Industry</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 - 12:30 La Reserve Room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Session 1b: ASME Student Members</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 - 1:30 - LUNCH</td>
<td>12:00 - 1:00 - LUNCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directorio II Room</td>
<td>Directorio II Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 - 5:00 La Reserve Room</td>
<td>2:00 - 5:00 La Reserve Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Session 2: Academia</em></td>
<td><em>Session 4: Government and Professional Societies</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 - 9:30 - DINNER Huaca Pucliana Restaurant</td>
<td>8:00 - 9:30 - DINNER La Dama Juana Restaurant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Who Attended
### ASME Board of Governors Visit Peru
October 1-2, 2015 - Attendees List

#### ASME Professional Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Carlos Alarco</td>
<td>ASME Peru Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Jaime Sotomayor</td>
<td>ASME Peru Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs.</td>
<td>María Isabel Barrios</td>
<td>Engin Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Luis Beinogola</td>
<td>ASME Peru Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Glenda Gutierrez</td>
<td>ASME VENEZUELA Section - Chair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ASME Student Member

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr.</td>
<td>Cesar Alfredo Bemaela Gaspar</td>
<td>ASME Peru Student Section - UNAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr.</td>
<td>Marko Nannel Mendoza Pimentel</td>
<td>ASME Peru Student Section - Chair - UNAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr.</td>
<td>Gustavo Nilton Encarnacion Chuquicaja</td>
<td>ASME Peru Student Section - Chair - UNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr.</td>
<td>Gianmarco Muñoz</td>
<td>ASME Peru Student Section - UNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr.</td>
<td>Alexander Riveros Ramos</td>
<td>ASME Peru Student Section - Chair - UNSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr.</td>
<td>Ricardo Martin Berverresco Morales</td>
<td>ASME Peru Student Section - UNAC - Regional Chair SROB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Academia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Carlos Fosco</td>
<td>PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATOLICA DEL PERU - PUCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Eduardo Ismodes</td>
<td>PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATOLICA DEL PERU - PUCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Roberto Paz</td>
<td>UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL SAN AGUSTIN - UNSA (AQP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Gustavo Kato</td>
<td>UNIVERSIDAD DE INGENIERIA Y TECNOLOGIA - UTEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Diego Calentano</td>
<td>PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATOLICA DE CHILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Humberto Gómez</td>
<td>UNIVERSIDAD DEL NORTE, COLOMBIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Luis Tenorio</td>
<td>CENTRO DE DESARROLLO INDUSTRIAL (SNI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Alex Lazo</td>
<td>FIMA S.A. - QA/QC MANAGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Humberto Palma</td>
<td>HAUG S.A. - PRESIDENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Jose Ambrosini</td>
<td>INDUSTRIAL TUBOS S.A. - ITSA - PRESIDENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Jaime Sotomayor</td>
<td>ARPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Carlos Alarco</td>
<td>BECHTEL PERU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Government & Professional Societies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr.</td>
<td>Gustavo Romero</td>
<td>US EMBASSY - TRADE ADVISOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>José Canelo</td>
<td>OSINERGMIN - CODES &amp; PROCEDURES CHIEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Asunción Aguirre</td>
<td>OSINERGMIN - SAFETY DIVISION CHIEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Oscar Rafael</td>
<td>CIP - LEAD OF LIMA UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Diana María Espinoza</td>
<td>SOCIEDAD COLOMBIANA DE INGENIEROS - COLOMBIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sra</td>
<td>Rosario Uria</td>
<td>INACAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Carlos Herrera D</td>
<td>CIP - PRESIDENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing.</td>
<td>Guillermo Shinno</td>
<td>Vice Minister of Mines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Position

- Section Chair
- Past Section Chair
- Executive Director
- Section Vice Chair
- Section Chair
- Student Section Volunteer
- Student Section Chair
- Student Section Chair
- Student Section Chair
- Student Section Chair
- Student Section Chair
- Student Section Chair
- Student Regional Chair
- Vice President
- Director of CIDE
- ASME Student Section Advisor
- Director of Mechanical Engineering Career
- University Professor
- Chair of Mechanical Engineering Department
- Director of CDI (SNI)
- QA/QC Manager
- Chairman of the Board
- Manager Director
- Country Manager
- Trade Advisor
- Lead of CIP Lima
- President
- President
- Vice Minister
Typical Session Format

- **Time**  **Topic**  **Speaker(s)**
- 9:00 am  Welcome  Julio Guerrero
- 9:05 am  Individual Introductions  All
- 9:20 am  Program Introduction  Julio Guerrero
- 9:25 am  Overall Objectives  Bill Worek
- 9:30 am  Feedback on Questions
  Carlos Alarco, Moderator  Participants

- 9:45 am  Discussion on Opportunities
  Carlos Alarco, Moderator  All

- 10:15 am  Meeting Summary – Follow Up  Bryan Erler, Andy Taylor
- 10:30 am  Adjourn  Bill Worek
Preread Questions

Questions for Consideration

ASME Professional Members
- Q 1.1 ASME’s international reach is extensive. We want to enhance these efforts. What three things do you think ASME can do to improve its support and engagement of local professional members and those in Latin America overall.
- Q 1.2 What are some of the most effective ways in which professional engineers in Latin America keep up with technology advances and continuing education?
- Q 1.3 This is a two-part question: First, can you tell us, generally speaking, how Latin American countries maintain safety and high-quality engineering practices? The second part of the question is, what do you think the role of international standards is in Latin America?

ASME Student Members
- Q. 2.1 Student members around the world tell us that one of ASME’s value proposition is networking, both peer-to-peer and from mentors at conferences and local meetings. What do you think are three things ASME can do better to help local and regional student-members network.
- Q. 2.2 How do you rely on professional engineering societies such as ASME to expand your knowledge of technology and engineering?
- Q. 2.3 Two part question: Please share with us three ways in which you think ASME can help you embark on your engineering career? Related, what are other organizations providing that you wish ASME would offer?
Preread Questions

- **Academia**
  - Q 3.1 The publication of technical papers is a major benefit to academics around the world. Give us a perspective on what is also important to educators in Perú and other Latin American countries. What tools do you need in order to do your job better and to grow in your career? Related, what are three things we can collaborate on to support university engineering programs?
  - Q 3.2 Can you tell us how you include practical engineering applications in your curriculum? Related, do you teach application of engineering standards, such as ASME B&PV Code, in your courses?
  - Q 3.3 How could a professional organization like ASME promote and cultivate interaction between student groups at all universities in Latin America?

- **Industry**
  - Q 4.1 ASME generates content and networking opportunities for industry. Can you tell us how local industries interact, and how professional engineers network in Perú and Latin America?
  - Q 4.2 ASME is engaged in workforce development. What are the biggest regional challenges associated with creating a workforce that is sufficiently skilled in the areas that industry needs?
  - Q 4.3 Our research shows that mining, oil and gas, power and transportation are important growth industries in Latin America. What role can you see for a professional organization such as ASME—an unbiased source of content and codes and standards—in the growth of the region’s industries and economies?

- **Government and Professional Societies.**
  - Q 5.1 Can you give us an understanding of how government entities, industry, and professional societies collaborate in Latin America?
  - Q 5.2 Can you give us your perspective on the types of engagement—with organizations such as ASME—that can benefit industry in your country and in Latin America?
ASME is very well known for C&S especially regarding the pressure vessel code. Even though that is important because we are in a large gas development area, I think ASME should be open to providing other services and requirements for other mechanical engineers in the region who are not involved in C&S work.

Mining is very important to us. The areas where there is a mining need are important. We would be able to better engage with ASME if we knew of the products and services that are available through ASME. Mining requires conveyors, and bulk handling issues are related to mining. What are the standards and courses that we can provide to these people?

Our engineers are not updated with the latest understanding of standards. We need training on the latest advances.

We have good engineering schools. But our universities are not well connected with industry. They are more theoretical and less practical. We need practical training. There are opportunities for ASME in this area.

There is a high cost to training. Sometimes we don’t feel it’s worth the expense. We are very stingy. There are limited budgets. In order to approve training sessions, potential attendees need to get approval from their bosses to be able to spend. There may be broader teaching opportunities to fill the needs in this country and the region.

Oil and gas represent excellent opportunities in this area. The players in this area are not not required to get the stamp. Companies like Repsol are pushing hard not to have the stamp required.

Transportation is another tremendous need we have locally and in other countries of the region. We need to find better ways of transportation. In Peru, we are doing an underground line. This is another area that ASME can potentially enter.
Opportunities

1. Technologies
   - Marketing
   - Leverage External Partners
   - Education (This means teaching at or in collaboration with university)

Session 1A – ASME Professional Members

Industry Needs
- Mining (big equipment, for example cranes, conveyors)
- Energy (Oil & Gas, Power Plants)
- Heavy Equipment

2. Technologies
- Mining (renewable energy?)
- Transportation
- Infrastructure (water management)

Opportunities/Requests

2. Local Organizational support
   1. Reinstate district in Latin America (what is strategy/model of other professional organizations in Latin America?) Need to better integrate activities regionally.
      a. SME – student workshops in Latin America
      b. IEEE – conferences
   2. Provide various membership models: Specific by industry or interest. May include access to limited C&S knowledge. This may stimulate membership and membership growth.
   3. Access to codes and standards by various levels of access. (C&S primer course “preview” of relevance of a code to specific customers.)
Opportunities (continued)

- **3 Local Organizational support**
- **4. Local support/contact (for different types of access—speakers, publications, SMEs, etc.)** Industry may be willing to sponsor an ASME seminar series where an ASME SME could lecture in several countries. Institutionalize an ASME (regional) Speakers’ Colloquium—to expand ASME visibility and help create broader demand for products and services.
- **5. Have more local qualified inspectors.**
- **6. Personnel certifications by industry segment (code related).**

**Education**

- **7. Build bridge between industry and academia.** Need to institutionalize an ASME system to connect constituents.
- **8. Professional Masters Program?** Course sequence assembled by ASME offered at university by experts identified by ASME. Joint sharing of tuition revenue.
- **9. Program development around SMEs.**
- **10. ASME as provider of specific industry/technology training—deployment via local universities.** (How customer pays? Corporations would pay for training.)
Summary of Top Findings

- General list:

  1 Membership:
  - 1.1 (G, M) Potential to significantly increase engaged membership, through student section activities and regionally located conferences, workshops, webinars, etc.
  - 1.2 (G, M) No district leaders has lead to a loss of membership. ASME presence in South America.
  - 1.3 Sociedad Columbiana de Ingenieros – Columbia and CIP – PRESIDENT from Peru agreed to add ASME Membership as an option on their membership forms.

  2 Knowledge generation and sharing
  - 2.1 (T, G, M) Conferences in other continents: Have several of our largest conferences outside USA now. This will also influence the identification of opportunities in technologies, and it will increase significantly our number of members.
  - 2.2 (T, G, M) Training: In all meetings, the participants asked ASME to focus on training students and young engineers, and continuing education/development for faculty and professional engineers.
  - 2.3 (T, G, M, P) Improve conference model: Regionally located conferences will significantly increase the number of participants, and allow reducing the per-participant charge, and this will in turn attract more corporate sponsors. The corporate sponsors can help to finance our conferences. In addition, this will have a multiplying effect on the number of members engaged with ASME.
Summary of Top Findings (continued)

- **3 Doing business with ASME internationally:** We need to make it easier to do business with ASME
  - **3.1 (G, M, P) More flexibility to operate outside USA:** All attendees asked for greater flexibility to operate outside USA
  - **3.2 (G, M, P) Decentralized operations:** Change the strongly perceived USA-centric management and control of ASME

- **4 Codes and Standards**
  - **4.1 (G, I, P) Communicate the rationale/background for our Codes and Standards, and subsequent modifications.** Change the perception that we need to be more inclusive of other regions.
  - **4.2 (G, I, P) Companies will buy significantly more codes and standards if we allow them to see them before they decide buying them**
  - **4.3 (G, I, P) The price we charge for our C&S needs to be revised vis-a-vis the economic reality of the regions where we want to sell them.**
  - **4.4 (I, M) National entities want to learn more about our C&S, so they can adopt and disseminate their use.**
  - **4.5 (I, M) Academia and Industry want more training programs on the value, use, and creation of C&S.**
Summary of Top Findings (continued)

- **5 IGTI (for India only)**
  - **5.1 (I, M)** In almost all the meetings we had in India they highlighted the need to copy the successful model of IGTI when we implement our conferences in other countries

- **6 IEEE**
  - **6.1 (T, G, I, P, M)** In all the meetings we had in India and Peru, all the participants from all 5 communities with whom we met compared ASME with IEEE. They explicitly recommended us to be as good as or better than IEEE is outside USA. In many areas, they perceive IEEE does better than ASME does:
    - **6.1.1 (G, M)** IEEE has at least four times more registered members than ASME has
    - **6.1.2 (G, M)** IEEE is more flexible and embraces more the decentralized activities of their members sections
    - **6.1.3 (G, P, M)** It is many times easier to do business with IEEE than to do business with ASME internationally
    - **6.1.4 (T, G, I, P, M)** Except for the Codes and Standards, which was not mentioned, IEEE does all the things recommended in points 1 through 5 above.
ASME BoG India Delegation Visit - Early Overview

Urmila Ghia, and India Delegation

Presented at Board Meeting at ASME IMECE 2015
Houston, Texas
November 14, 2015
People We Met

• Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) – Heads of Centers of Excellence for Fixed Equipment Reliability, and Reliability & Maintenance.
  • RIL is a Fortune-500 company, and the largest private-sector corporation in India.
  • The current Chairman and Managing Director is amongst the Top 5 best performing CEOs in the World (Harvard Business Review).

• Larsen & Toubro Ltd (L&T) - Vice Presidents of Heavy Engineering, and of Product & Technology Development.
  • L&T is a major technology, engineering, construction, and manufacturing conglomerate.
  • One of the largest and most prolific users of ASME Codes and Standards.
People We Met (continued)

• TATA Sons, Ltd. - Group Chief Technology Officer, and Global Head of Strategic Collaborations & Programs.
  • TATA Group is a global enterprise, headquartered in India, and comprised of over 100 independent operating companies, including 29 publicly listed firms.
  • Many TCS engineers are ASME GDTP-Technologists and GDTP-Seniors.

• GE India - General Manager, Chief Consulting Engineer – Asia Region, Technology Leader, and Executive Chief Consulting Engineer.
  • First and the largest Multidisciplinary R&D investment outside the USA.
  • Several GE engineers are ASME Technical-Group volunteers – Gas Turbines (ECS), Additive Manufacturing (DMM).
  • JWTC, Bangalore, India, has over 100 active ASME members.
People We Met (continued)

• Indian Institute of Science (IISc) - Chief Operating Officer of Centre for Nano Science Engineering (CeNSE), Professor & Chairperson of Department of Mech. Engg., and Professor of Engineering Mechanics Unit.
  • IISc is a premier institute for advanced scientific and technological research and education in India, with many collaborators across the world.
  • 39 departments, 3500 students (MS to PhD ratio is 1:3), and about 500 academic and scientific staff.

• The Institute of Engineers, India (IEI) - Chairman, and Director & CEO (National Design and Research Forum).
  • IEI is the world’s largest multi-disciplinary engineering and technology organization, with over one million members in 15 engineering disciplines in 114 centers or chapters in India and overseas. Members include 200,000 mechanical engineers.
People We Met (continued)

• AICTE – Chair.
  • Technical education regulatory body of India.
  • As a Member/Fellow, the Chair is actively involved with many Professional Societies, such as ASME, ISTE, ASEE, ASI, IET, and Institution of Engineers. Also, recipient of Maha-Entrepreneur Award in 2011 for his Leadership and Innovative abilities in the area of Technology Development and Entrepreneurship initiatives.

• ASME ECLIPSE Intern.

• National University of Singapore (NUS) – Professor and Incoming Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

• ASME India Senior Section - Vice Chair; several active members.

• Several Student Section leaders, active in Student Section development.
People We Met (continued)

• Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India, New Delhi – Additional Secretary (Technical Education), also the Former Joint Secretary, Department of Rural Development, Ministry of Rural Development.

• Cyient, Ltd. (Formerly, InfoTech) – Founder and Executive Chairman.
  • He is the first Indian, and seventh globally, recipient of the ASME Leadership Award.
  • Also serves as Chair of NASSCOM.

• College of Engineering, Pune – Deputy Director and Professor.

• IIT Madras, IIT Bombay, IIT Delhi
  • Chair of Gas Turbine India group.
  • Hosted the first HPVC Event in India in 2014.
People We Met (continued)

• Engineers India Ltd. – Director (Technical) and Director of Projects.
  • Also on a Panel of ASME B31 Committee of ASME Codes.

• BSB Edge Private Limited – General Manager (Business Development), and Managing Director.
  • BSB is a reseller of Codes and Standards of ASME.

• ASME S&C – Liaison.
  • Also retained by BSB.

• Global Information Systems Technology (GIST) Pvt. Ltd– COO.
  • Reseller for ASME Journals and Books.

• ALSTOM Power India Ltd. – Director of Engineering.
  • Vice Chair of the India International Working Group on ASME BPVC Section 1 – Power Boilers.

• Hero Motocorp Ltd. – Head (Design Studio and Vehicle Prototyping).
  • He is an active volunteer of recently formed ASME Additive Manufacturing forum in India.
People We Met (continued)

• Heads, CEOs, Senior Vice Presidents, Managing Directors, of over 20 other industries, several with ASME active and contributing members.

• Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) – Executive Director, Principal Adviser, and Director (AVANTHA Centre for Competitiveness).
  • CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and the international business community.
  • With 66 offices, including 9 Centres of Excellence, in India, and 8 overseas offices in Australia, Bahrain, China, Egypt, France, Singapore, UK, and USA, as well as institutional partnerships with 312 counterpart organizations in 106 countries, CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and the international business community.
What we heard as Partnering Opportunities for ASME

• Product Design relies heavily on ASME’s Codes and Standards (C&S).

• Codes and Standards
  • Include rationale/background – the why (how a C&S will help)
  • Rationale for modifications made – why the modification is needed, how it will help.
  • Code cases time frame needs to be shortened.
  • Share failures and their background, with big-data analytics
  • Increase participation by manufacturers: C&S training for small-parts (pipes, fittings, etc.) manufacturers, communicate to them its business value, benefits of C&S compliance.
  • Standards for Welding, flange joints, Materials corrosion, ....
  • Training for setting up nuclear plants
  • C&S for Big Data, materials (other societies have taken initiative in these areas)
  • Training for customers – map customer requirements with ASME C&S
What we heard as Partnering Opportunities for ASME (continued)

- Training for faculty and professional development for engineers:
  - Make training and other ASME products more accessible; reduce costs
  - e-learning, virtual courses, Internet forums, webinars.
  - ASME create pool of experts
  - Create ASME Distinguished Speakers/Lecturers
  - Monographs

Industry willing to partner with us on this.
What we heard as Partnering Opportunities for ASME (continued)

• Preparing B.S. graduates for employability in Mechanical Engineering industry
  • One Million graduates per year; only 40% of the new workforce is employable; need tutelage, grooming
  • Curriculum needs to focus on competency, proficiency
  • Introduce C&S in Curriculum
  • Large industries run their own academies: Orientation, post at various sites for 1-year hands-on training, then allow the trainees to make small decisions. A hundred graduates given 1-2 years of training, 20 picked up for long-term employment.
  • Encourage them to become ASME members, and develop through participation in student section activities/competitions.
What we heard as Partnering Opportunities for ASME (continued)

• ASME conferences, workshops and webinars
  • Locate more (5-6) of these in India, in various cities, for easier access by local students and professionals; with increased number of participants, lower registration fees possible
  • Engage local organizers
  • Topics: many suggestions
  • IGTI conference model considered very useful and valuable, and suggested for replication

• Professional engagement and recognition
  • Journal Editors and Associate Editors
  • Conference session chairs and organizers
  • Technical Committee members
What we heard as Partnering Opportunities for ASME (continued)

• New and enabling technologies
  • Road and rail transportation of hazardous materials.
  • Welding; Pressure vessel design
  • Precision manufacturing Advanced manufacturing, additive manufacturing: 3D printing with metals, composites
  • Big Data analytics, factory and field analytics,
  • Energy Security: fuel cells, renewable energy – solar, wind, hydro: Mandate of 5% renewable, otherwise heavy penalty.
  • Food Security: pesticides dispensation, characterization at droplet level
  • Farming mechanization
  • Rural cooling (adsorption)
  • Aerospace and Defense
  • Testing crash with Dummies containing internal structures
  • Technologies for societal applications
What we heard as Partnering Opportunities for ASME (continued)

• Increase membership
  • Students: expose to benefits, competitions, provide visibility to ASME; TED talks (Technology, Entertainment and Design) and TEDx events.
  • Multi-Society partnerships for student activities
  • Professionals - industry and academics
  • Institute of Engineers India (IEI) has 850,000 total members, of whom about 200,000 are mechanical engineers – potential for joint memberships.
Closure

• This is an early overview, not final and not comprehensive.
• Nearly 22 pages of notes.
• The attendees greatly appreciated our reaching out to them, including the Singapore attendee.
• GE, IISc, CII, IEI, Student section leaders – all eager to work with us to achieve shared goals
• The time was right; many national development programs under way in India presently.

• Map onto our Strategy’s five variables: Technology, Global, Industry, Portfolio, Members
• Final presentation scheduled for the Board meeting in January 2016
Board of Governors Meeting
China Visit Briefing
November 14, 2015
• **Sunday**
  • Depart US

• **Monday**
  • PM Arrival in Beijing
  • Briefing and Dinner

• **Tuesday**
  • 0930  Arrive Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE)
    • Greeting by CMES President Zhou Ji (President of Chinese Academy of Engineering and former Minister of Education)
  • 1030  Meeting continues with CMES VP & Secretary-General Zhang Yanmin and other members of CMES Governing Council and staff
  • 1130  Adjourn for tour of CAE facility
  • 1200  Buffet lunch with CMES hosts at CAE Cafeteria
  • 1430  Meeting with China Machinery Industry Federation (CMIF)
    • Latest developments in Manufacturing
    • President Wang Ruixiang et al
  • Meeting with China Petroleum and Petrochemical Equipment Industry Association
    • Challenges and opportunities in the oil and gas industry.
    • Senior Advisor Zhao Zhiming
    • Secretary General Yang Shuangquan
  • Reception hosted by Julio Guerrero
    • Introduce Julio and BOG members to friends and IWG members
Wednesday

• Meeting with China Nuclear Society
  • Nuclear power safety and culture development
  • President Li Guanxing
  • Secretary-General Shen Lixin

• Luncheon hosted by CNS

• Visit to Beijing University of Technology
  • Hosts will include deans from ME School and other related departments
  • Roundtable meeting with invited teachers and students for introduction on
    ASME service and activities for the campus

• Debriefing and Farewell Dinner
Protocol for Meetings

• Welcome by hosts
• Mutual introduction of attendees
• Hosts and guests introduce their organization and activities
• Discussion and/or Q&A on issues of mutual interest
• Summary on key points and follow-up issues
• Adjourn
Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society (CMES)

• Founded on May 21st 1936
• Non-profit organization of mechanical engineers
• Closely affiliated with the China Association of Science and Technology (CAST)
• Membership of 180,000 mechanical engineers and allied professionals home and abroad
• Serves wide-ranging technical community through high-quality programs in conferences and publications, education and accreditation, research, awards, consulting services, exhibitions and various forms of outreach
China Machinery Industry Federation (CMIF)

- Approved by the Chinese government,
- National social and economic organization for machinery industry
- Major members include national specialized associations, regional associations, and some large enterprise groups
- Over 120 direct members and 77,800 indirect members in China's machinery industry
- Carries out state principles and policies
- Provide dual services to both government and members
- Primary task: Advancing the machinery industry linking government and enterprises
China Petroleum & Petrochemical Equipment Industry Association (CPEIA)

• Established in 1985
• Approved by the Ministry of Civil Affairs
• Non-profit industrial organization with the voluntary participation of enterprises and institutions
• Engaged in research, design, manufacturing, supply and use of petroleum and petrochemical equipment
• About 900 members
• Most have passed ISO 9000 QMS certificates
• Most of their products are API and ASME certificated.
Chinese Nuclear Society (CNS)

- Established in 1980
- not-for-profit organization
- Promoting
  - advancement and peaceful use of nuclear science and technology.
  - scientific and technical exchange
  - public communication.
  - international cooperation.
- 9500 individual members and 133 organization members
- CNS is largely founded by the China National Nuclear Corporation, which used to be China Ministry of Nuclear Industry.
- 21 Technical Divisions
- 21 Provincial Branches
- 7 Special Committees
  - Scientific Exchange
  - Public Communication and Inquiry
  - Education and Human Resource
  - Editorial Committee
  - Organization
  - Financial
  - Women-In-Nuclear
Beijing University of Technology

• Founded in 1960
• Administered by Beijing municipal government
• Multidisciplinary programs in science, engineering, economics, management, liberal
• December 1996 BJUT included in “Project 211”, joining the 100 top universities in the 21st century
• 29,670 registered students, including 13,435 undergraduates, 11,253 postgraduates, 3,968 undergraduates of continuing education, and 1,014 international students
ASME NOW

ASME Board Meeting

Strategy Implementation, Methodology and Communication

November 14, 2015
How we got here:

• Board decided we need to focus
• Technology is the primary lens for focus

These variables can change order depending on technology selected
Enterprise Strategic Goal

ASME will enhance its relevance and impact to global constituents by being the leader in advancing engineering technology.
Enterprise Objective

By 2025, ASME is called upon to be the go-to organization to help address key technology-related challenges in the public interest in a manner that engages core engineering constituencies (government, academia, industry, engineers, students, and technology-development professionals);

to increase its mission impact as measured by reliable metrics, including growth in donations and program revenues of at least 100%; and to diversify its revenue streams so that 50% or more of all revenues derive from new and existing sources other than Standards and Certifications
Strategic Actions

• **Leadership Position** - Leverage distinct, under-tapped assets to establish value as technology innovation partner to executive leadership

• **Technology Portfolio** - Create and manage a well-balanced, sustainable technology portfolio, plus associated industry and geographical strategy

• **Solutions Portfolio** - Strengthen/expand solutions portfolio: defend S&C against agile competitors, while developing and diversifying the revenue base by growing solutions with strong customer demand. Develop deep expertise in, focus content development on better managing technology development and deployment across the Technology Development Curve

• **Collaboration** - Enhance ASME’s impact in the ME field through greater collaboration with peers, creating greater scale and impact, reducing barriers to entry and continue to promote diversity and student engagement

• **Engagement** - ASME will significantly increase core constituent engagement around the world by providing high-value relevant, impactful and rewarding opportunities to network, participate and learn through a “signature” set of technology- and purpose-advancing activities delivered through a variety of platforms.
All technology follows common methodology

Where is it on the Technology development S-Curve and how can we advance it?

What are the Vertical Markets and Industries that utilize it?

In which geographies is it significant?

What are the needs of ALL the ASME constituents?
Strategy Implementation

• Inputs
  – HCL and other research
  – Over 60 staff
  – EMT
  – Strategy Task Force

• Contents
  – Tactics divided into three subheadings, linked to objectives and statements
  – Metrics support multiple tactics. More specificity as we progress.
  – Implications. Not part of implementation vote, but important to understand
Three Tiers of Tactics

1. Becoming more market facing
2. Developing business development competency and product sophistication
3. Engaging our stakeholders and delivering value
Becoming More Market Facing

Tactic One: Selecting Technologies

Develop competency in creating a structure and methodology for the evaluation, selection and monitoring of a technology portfolio utilizing internal and external resources;

– Strategy Alignment: Technology Portfolio
Becoming More Market Facing

Tactic Two: Understand our Customers

Develop competency and processes for understanding how technology will impact needs of vertical markets/industries, companies, geographies and core constituent groups (academia, students, government). Define the volunteer role in that process.

– Strategy Alignment: Leadership Position, Technology Portfolio, Solutions Portfolio
Tactic Three: Business and Partnership Development

Develop a competency and structure around new business and partnership development, including exploring alternative business models. Develop a strong(er) relationship with companies and institutions, both traditional (in engineering space) and non-traditional

– Strategy Alignment: Strategic Objective, Solutions Portfolio
Business Development Competency and Product Sophistication

Tactic Four: Business Planning

Develop an assessment methodology for determining if a product/program’s business plan is viable including alignment to mission, strategy, and financial ROI with appropriate levels of risk management.

– Strategy Alignment: Objective, Solutions Portfolio
Tactic Five: New Products

Focus on developing competencies and new products in gaps of the technology development curve, particularly in the “valley of death” in the commercialization space.

- Strategy Alignment: Leadership, Solutions Portfolio, Collaboration
Tactic Six: Focus on Ecosystem:

Create a content ecosystem that ties together products, markets them to similar consumers and appropriately monetizes a content stream.

– Strategy Alignment: Objective, Leadership, Solutions Portfolio
Tactic Seven: Portfolio of Programs:

Grow a portfolio of programs that will tie to technology development, is impactful, and will create significant opportunities for industry participation (time, treasure and talent) in helping them meet corporate responsibility goals

- Strategy Alignment: Objective, Technology Portfolio
Engaging our Stakeholders and Delivering Value

Tactic Eight: Membership Model

Create a membership model and group engagement strategy that focuses on ASME’s leadership position in technology and utilizes a collaboration strategy with peer organizations.

– Strategy Alignment: Objective, Solutions Portfolio, Collaboration, Engagement
Tactic Nine: Neutral Convener

Enhance and develop opportunities and platforms to convene thought leaders to drive and broker technology solutions.

– Strategy Alignment: Leadership, Solutions Portfolio, Engagement
Engaging our Stakeholders and Delivering Value

Tactic Ten: Customer Experience

Create a cutting-edge customer experience. Craft a digital strategy that emphasizes and simplifies purchasing decisions.

- Strategy Alignment: Leadership, Collaboration, Engagement
Tactic Eleven: Engagement

Make engagement with ASME easy and rewarding.

– Strategy Alignment: Engagement
All Strategic Tactics

Selecting Technologies:
Develop competency in creating a structure and methodology for the evaluation, selection and monitoring of a technology portfolio utilizing internal and external resources.

Understand our customers:
Develop competency and processes for understanding how technology will impact needs of vertical markets/industries, companies, geographies and core constituent groups (academia, students, government). Define the volunteer role in that process.

Business and Partnership Development:
Develop a competency and structure around new business and partnership development, including exploring alternative business models. Develop a strong(er) relationship with companies and institutions, both traditional (in engineering space) and non-traditional.

Business planning:
Develop an assessment methodology for determining if a product/program’s business plan is viable including alignment to mission, strategy, and financial ROI with appropriate levels of risk management.

New Products:
Focus on developing competencies and new products in gaps of the technology development curve, particularly in the “valley of death” in the commercialization space.

Focus on ecosystem:
Create a content ecosystem that ties together products, markets them to similar consumers and appropriately monetizes a content stream.

Portfolio of Programs:
Grow a portfolio of programs that will tie to technology development, is impactful, and will create significant opportunities for industry participation (time, treasure and talent) in helping them meet corporate responsibility goals.

Membership Model:
Create a membership model and group engagement strategy that focuses on ASME’s leadership position in technology and utilizes a collaboration strategy with peer organizations.

Neutral Convener:
Enhance and develop opportunities and platforms to convene thought leaders to drive and broker technology solutions.

Customer Experience:
Create a cutting-edge customer experience. Craft a digital strategy that emphasizes and simplifies purchasing decisions.

Engagement:
Make engagement with ASME easy and rewarding.
Metrics for Becoming More Market Facing

- Develop a portfolio of at least X technologies, which are generating revenue to meet our 2025 objective. Each technology has a go-to-market business plan, including key vertical market and geographic targets and a needs analysis of core constituents with product portfolio alignment.
- Develop a portfolio of new products and services that accelerate X emerging technologies along the technology development curve.
- Develop a sophisticated partnership model that allows for mission aligned collaboration with X companies and Y non-traditional organizations.
Metrics for Business Development Competency and Product Sophistication

• Vet all new product and program ideas through a stage-gate process which evaluates ROI and fit within the solution portfolio.

• Create a robust e-commerce strategy that provides a cutting edge customer experience, with a simplified path to purchase benchmarked against best-in-class industry standards.

• Drive repeat engagement and purchasing transactions through a portfolio of products, programs and services, which are mutually enforcing. X number of repeat customers.
Metrics for Engaging our Stakeholders and Delivering Value

• Grow Engagement by key constituents in targeted markets by X%. Retention rate is over Y%.
• Grow and retain a strong customer base with an X% satisfaction score.
• Attract Y thought leaders by holding X activities.
The Methodology for Selecting Technologies
The Methodology Process

STEP ONE: UNLIMITED NUMBER OF TECHNOLOGIES TO 50
PARAMETERS: Mission relevancy, ME relevancy, market size/growth

STEP TWO: 50 TECHNOLOGIES TO 24-30
PARAMETERS: ASME relevancy, market direction, achievability of success, potential content and revenue

STEP THREE: 24-30 TECHNOLOGIES TO 6-10
PARAMETERS: 24 factors identified on Decision Matrix

STEP FOUR: 6-10 TECHNOLOGIES TO 3-5 FOR BOARD APPROVAL
PARAMETERS: Industry, geographic and constituent needs
People Involved in Methodology

- **Board of Governors:** Approve portfolio of technologies, provide input from trips
- **Members:** Complete survey
- **Technology Advisory Panel (TAP):** Qualified experts recruited through SMC, contain volunteer thought leaders from Divisions and elsewhere.
- **IAB and ME Department Heads:** Complete more specific survey on ASME relevancy and market
- **Constituents (Geographies, Students, Researchers, etc.):** Complete VOC surveys
- **Staff Technology Team (STT):** Staff with understanding of technology and product portfolio
- **Executive Management Team:** Align organizational expectations and resources to set priorities to weighting factors and the portfolio mix
Tools Utilized in Methodology

- External Research,
- VOC research for constituents in key industries and geographies
- Surveys of Members, IAB, Department Heads
- Workshops and Focus Groups for TAP
- Decision Matrix
  - 24 Selection Parameter Descriptions
  - 9-point system with weighted factors
After the Initial Technology Portfolio Mix is Selected in June

- Business and marketing plans for each technology with KPIs reported to Board
- Integration of Tactics and Metrics reported to Board
- Continuous review of portfolio and new emerging technologies
  - Research and member feedback on trends.
  - Quantitative and anecdotal data will be gathered from the myriad events we hold
  - TAP and STS use Decision Matrix, with weights adjusted per current Society needs
Talking Points

• Consistent, supportive
• Given to Board, senior volunteer leaders and staff
• For Congress. New talking points distributed after major events.
• Internal Use only – not for distribution. We will handle FAQS separately.
Most Anticipated Question: What if X technology is not chosen?

- The initial portfolio serves to focus the entire enterprise
- It doesn’t mean we won’t keep supporting other Mechanical Engineering technologies
- Our sectors and groups can align with the strategy and tactics
All technology follows common methodology

- Where is it on the Technology development S-Curve and how can we advance it?
- What are the Vertical Markets and Industries that utilize it?
- In which geographies is it significant?
- What are the needs of ALL the ASME constituents?
Common Ground for ASME Technologies

- Vertical Markets
- Industrial Companies
- Geographies
- Constituents
- Products and Programs
ASME NOW

Next Steps

• Now: Board Consensus
  • Tactics and Metrics
  • Methodology
• Staff/Volunteer Implementation
  • Tactics
  • Methodology
  • Communication
• FY16 Meetings
  • Updates
  • Approve Technology Portfolio in June
ASME Board of Governors
Agenda Item
Cover Memo

Date Submitted: October 9, 2015
BOG Meeting Date: November 14, 2015

To: Board of Governors
From: 2016 Nominating Committee
Presented by: Larry Luna, COR Chair
Agenda Title: Modification to By-Law B4.2.2.4

Agenda Item Executive Summary: (Do not exceed the space provided)

B4.2.2.4 The Nominating Committee will be assisted by a non-voting group of Advisors consisting of three consenting and available past Presidents who have been out of office for one year or more. These Advisors, selected by the Nominating Committee, shall attend all meetings of the Nominating Committee and participate in all its discussions. At the option of the committee, they may also be present during the casting of votes for the slate of nominees. The functions of this group shall be:

a. to acquaint the Nominating Committee of the short and long range Society plans;
b. to make available their experience in, and their knowledge of the requirements for Society offices; and
c. to answer questions regarding the capabilities of potential nominees in relation to the needs and objectives of the Society.

After review from the NC and legal counsel, it has been determined that B4.2.2.4c would be based on one person’s opinions and would not provide factual information to benefit the Nominating Committee. It has been suggested to eliminate it from the By-Law B4.2.2.4.

Proposed motion for BOG Action: (if appropriate)

To eliminate B4.2.2.4c

Attachments: None
ASME Board of Governors
Agenda Item
Cover Memo

Date Submitted:  10/19/15
BOG Meeting Date:  11/14/15

To: Board of Governors
From: (Sector/Unit/Task Force/Other) Committee on Organization and Rules
Presented by: Larry Luna
Agenda Title: Fiduciary Committee for Defined Contribution Plans

Agenda Item Executive Summary: (Do not exceed the space provided)

Following Best Practice in Defined Contribution Retirement Plan administration, the Executive Director Evaluation and Staff Compensation (EDESC) committee requests Board approval of a new “Fiduciary Committee for Defined Contribution Plans”. The Fiduciary Committee for Defined Contribution Plans, under the direction of the EDESC, shall have responsibility to act as Plan Administrator and Named Fiduciary for such plans, and assume such responsibilities as developing investment policy statements, selecting and monitoring investment choices, benchmarking Plan administration expenses and investment plan administrators performance, and selecting, appointing and retaining plan investment, governance and plan administration compliance advisors, as well as having the authority to make ministerial and technically required plan amendments.

Plan amendments reflecting the duties of The Fiduciary Committee for Defined Contribution Plans will be submitted to the Board for approval with the second reading of the By-Law.

The numbering of By-Laws following this one will be updated.

Proposed motion for BOG Action: (if appropriate)
Approval of the By-Law establishing the Fiduciary Committee

Attachments: Proposed By-Law
By-Law Change

B5.2.5.1

The Committee on Executive Director Evaluation and Staff Compensation, under the direction of the Board of Governors, has specific responsibility for making recommendations to the Board regarding the Executive Director's performance planning and evaluation and for making recommendations to the Board regarding the Executive Director's compensation, including salary and bonus recommendations.

The Committee shall also have the responsibility to advise the Board of Governors on activities of the Society's staff regarding: staff compensation, including bonus programs; volunteer evaluations of staff; staff planning and organization; staff training and development; staff and retiree benefit programs, including pension plans. The committee will also be responsible for staff related Society Policies P-7.1, (Recognition of Staff Members - 5 Years or More of Service) and P-7.2, (Staff Employment Guidelines).

In addition, the Committee has oversight responsibilities for the Pension Plan Trustees and the Fiduciary Committee for Defined Contribution Plans.

B5.2.5.2

The Committee shall consist of the President, the President-nominee/elect, the Immediate Past President and three current Board members at-large (serving staggered terms on the Board). The President and Immediate Past President are ex officio members of the committee with vote. The President-nominee/elect is an ex officio member of the Committee without vote. The Immediate Past President shall be the Chair. Although the ASME Treasurer, the Executive Director and the Managing Director, Human and Capital Resources, are not members of the Committee, they will be available to the Committee for consultation as needed. The term of each of the current Board members at-large expires when his/her Board term expires.

B5.2.65.43

The Pension Plan Trustees, under the direction of the Committee on Executive Director Evaluation and Staff Compensation, shall have responsibility, as specified in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Pension Plan, for the investment and ultimate distribution of the funds and may also act as Plan agent for the service of legal process. The Pension Plan Trustees shall consist of up to seven members: the Treasurer of ASME; the Assistant Treasurer, and three to five at-large members recommended by the Committee on Executive Director Evaluation and Staff Compensation for appointment by the Board of Governors.

The terms of the at-large members shall be three years ending at the close of the second Society-Wide Meeting on a schedule established by the Committee on Executive Director Evaluation and Staff Compensation. Except as provided in this section, a Pension Plan Trustee who is a member-at-large may serve no more than two consecutive full terms. To be eligible for additional full terms, a member-at-large must be nominated by the Committee on Executive Director Evaluation and Staff Compensation upon a finding by the Committee that specifies exceptional circumstances warranting the additional terms, and a written statement of such findings must accompany the nomination when it is communicated to the Board of Governors by
the Chair of the Committee. The nominee may then be appointed only upon the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire Board of Governors.

B5.2.5.4

The Fiduciary Committee for Defined Contribution Plans, under the direction of the Committee on Executive Director Evaluation and Staff Compensation, shall have responsibility, as specified in the ASME Thrift Plan and ASME Defined Contribution (DC) Plan and ASME 457(b) Plan documents, including to act as Plan Administrator and Named Fiduciary for such plans and assume such responsibilities as developing investment policy statements, selecting and monitoring investment choices, benchmarking Plan administration expenses and investment plan administrators performance and selecting, appointing and retaining plan investment, governance and plan administration compliance advisors, as well as having the power to make ministerial and technically required plan amendments.

The Fiduciary Committee for Defined Contribution Plans shall consist of five members; the Executive Director, the Managing Director of Finance, the Managing Director of Human and Capital Resources, the Director of Benefits and Payroll and one member of the Pension Plan Trustees, recommended to the EDESC by the Pension Plan Trustees.

The ASME Staff members of the Committee will be ex-officio members with vote for as long as they hold those positions in the Society. The Pension Plan Trustee member’s term will be for as long as he/she is a member of the Pension Plan Trustees.
ASME Board of Governors
Agenda Item
Cover Memo

Date Submitted: September 18, 2015
BOG Meeting Date: November 14, 2015

To: Board of Governors
From: (Sector/Unit/Task Force/Other) COR
Presented by: Larry Luna
Agenda Title: Revisions to By-Law B5.7 for Second Reading

Agenda Item Executive Summary: (Do not exceed the space provided)

The Student and Early Career Development Council requests modifications to B5.7.

The Council would like to increase the number of members-at-large from one to three. Because the members-at-large outnumber the committee chairs, a provision has been included to ensure that these members-at-large have had experience in the Sector.

It is reducing the number of units reporting to it to two, the Early Career Programming Committee and the Student Programming Committee. The responsibilities of the units being sunset are being assumed by these two committees.

It is adding the staff Managing Director, Programs, as a non-voting member.

Proposed motion for BOG Action: (if appropriate)

Revise By-Law B5.7 as attached.

Attachments: Word documents
B5.7 STUDENT AND EARLY CAREER DEVELOPMENT SECTOR

B5.7.1.1 The Student and Early Career Development Sector, under the direction of the Board of Governors, is responsible for meeting the needs and providing a voice for students and early career engineers. The Student and Early Career Development Sector will maintain a current Sector Operation Guide that will contain operational details of the Student and Early Career Development Sector that are not in these By-Laws.

B5.7.1.2 The Student and Early Career Development Sector shall be led by a Council that consists of the following voting membership: a Senior Vice President as Chair; three one members-at-large; and the Chairs of the following: the Student Programming Committee and the Early Career Engineer Programming CommitteeBoard on Career Development, Board on Leadership and Recognition, Board on Student Programs, Committee on Collaboration, Committee on Global Perspective, and the Committee on Communication and Marketing. The Director, Student and Early Career Development and the Managing Director, Programs are a non-voting memberstaff members of the Council.

B5.7.1.3 The incoming Senior Vice President, Student and Early Career Development shall be nominated by the Student and Early Career Development Council from among its past or present volunteer members for appointment by the Board of Governors for a term of three years. In the event that a past or present volunteer member is not available from the Student and Early Career Development Council, then the Council shall defer to the Board of Governors for the selection. Chairs who have been elected to a term that extends more than one year into a new term of the Senior Vice President of the Student and Early Career Development Sector are not eligible to become the Senior Vice President.

B5.7.1.4 The members-at-large shall be appointed by the Board of Governors, upon a recommendation of the Student and Early Career Development Council. The term of each the member-at-large shall be one year. At least two of the three members-at-large shall have had previous activity within the Sector.

B5.7.2.1 The following CommitteesBoards will report directly to the Student and Early Career Development Council: the Early Career Engineer Programming Committee and the Student Programming CommitteeBoard on Career Development, the Board on Student Programs, and the Board on Leadership and Recognition.

B5.7.2.2 The Early Career Engineer Programming CommitteeBoard on Career Development, under the direction of the Student and Early Career Development Council, is responsible for the activities of the Society that relate to career development of early career engineers. The CommitteeBoard shall consist of a CommitteeChair, appointed by the Senior Vice President to a term of three years and a membership as determined by the Student and Early Career Development Council.

B5.7.2.3 The Student Programming CommitteeBoard on Student Programs, under the direction of the Student and Early Career Development Council, is responsible for development of programs for students. The CommitteeBoard shall consist of a
Committee Board Chair, appointed by the Senior Vice President to a term of three years and a membership as determined by the Student and Early Career Development Council.

B5.7.2.4 The Board on Leadership and Recognition, under the direction of the Student and Early Career Development Council, is responsible for activities of the Society that relate to the leadership and recognition of students and early-career engineers. The Board shall consist of a Chair, Leadership and Recognition and a membership as determined by the Student and Early Career Development Council.

B5.7.3.1 The following committees shall report directly to the Student and Early Career Development Council: the Committee on Collaboration; the Committee on Global Perspective and the Committee on Communication and Marketing.

B5.7.3.2 The Committee on Collaboration, under the direction of the Student and Early Career Development Council, is responsible for building the right partnerships with local schools and organizations to sponsor and grow new programs. The Committee on Collaboration will consist of a Chair, appointed by the Senior Vice President, Student and Early Career Development and a membership, as determined by the Student and Early Career Development Council.

B5.7.3.3 The Committee on Global Perspective, under the direction of the Student and Early Career Development Council, shall provide insight on the development of programs for students and early career engineers globally that further ASME strategic objectives. The Committee will consist of a Chair, appointed by the Senior Vice President, Student and Early Career Development and a membership, as determined by the Student and Early Career Development Council.

B5.7.3.4 The Committee on Communication and Marketing, under the direction of the Student and Early Career Development Council, shall influence consistent marketing and communication messages and effective delivery channels for the programs serving students and early career engineers. The Committee will consist of a Chair, appointed by the Senior Vice President, Student and Early Career Development and a membership, as determined by the Student and Early Career Development Council.
ASME Board of Governors
Agenda Item
Cover Memo

Date Submitted: October 22, 2015
BOG Meeting Date: November 15, 2015
To: Board of Governors
From: Public Affairs & Outreach Council
Presented by: Tim Wei, Senior Vice President, PAO
Kalan Guiley, Chair, Government Relations
Agenda Title: ASME General Position Papers Updated

Agenda Item Executive Summary:

The following three ASME General Position Papers have been updated in accordance with Society Policy 15.1, which states: “Three years following the issue date of each Statement and General Position Paper, the sponsoring unit of ASME must review the statement to determine whether it should be re-affirmed, updated or sunset. Statements not re-affirmed or updated will be sunset.”

-----------------------------

PS11-01: Engineering America’s Future: Economic Growth through Technological Innovation

This paper is an update to ASME’s General Position Paper entitled “Engineering America’s Future: Economic Growth through Technological Innovation,” which was initially issued in January 2011. The paper outlines ASME’s ‘guiding principles’ in driving federal investments in research and development. It includes specific recommendations for establishing policies to: encourage private investment in R&D, including basic research; strengthen public-private partnerships; promote a system of standards and conformity assessment procedures that facilitates the transfer and commercialization of innovative technical advances; create initiatives to strengthen STEM education in primary and secondary schools; and support life-long education initiatives to provide employees and employers with the tools necessary to compete in the global economy. This position paper was revised by the Committee on Government Relations of the Public Affairs and Outreach Council. The January 2011 paper is available to view at http://ppec.asme.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/PS11-01.pdf

PS12-05: Diversity and Inclusion in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Workforce: A Strategic Global Imperative
This paper is an update to ASME’s General Position Paper entitled “Diversity and Inclusion in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Workforce: A Strategic Global Perspective,” which was initially issued in February 2012. The paper outlines ASME’s ‘guiding principles’ related to diversity and STEM to help ASME and the broader STEM community better envision and implement the concept of diversity and inclusion in the STEM workforce. This position paper was revised by the Diversity and Inclusion Strategy Committee of the Public Affairs and Outreach Council. The paper mirrors the previous version with the exception of updated statistics. The February 2012 paper is available to view at https://www.asme.org/getmedia/a75fbf4b-164a-4738-b429-d6bc42d714b8/PS1205_Diversity_Inclusion_Science_Technology_Mathematics.aspx

**PS12-06: Mandatory Educational Requirements for Engineering Licensure**

This paper is an update to ASME’s General Position Paper entitled “Mandatory Educational Requirements for Engineering Licensure,” which was initially issued in February 2012. The paper outlines ASME’s continued opposition to a mandatory, across-the-board requirement of master’s or equivalent (MOE) for professional licensure, beyond the first professional degree currently decreed by tradition and practice. In 2006, the National Council of Examiners for Engineers and Surveyors (NCEES) adopted a change to the Model Law for professional engineers to require that, for an individual to be licensed by a state as a Professional Engineer (PE) in 2015 and beyond, he or she must hold at least a Master’s degree in an engineering discipline or its equivalent (MOE). In 2008, NCEES extended the implementation timeline to 2020. In 2014, the provision was taken out of the Model Law, but in 2015, it was put back into NCEES’s official documents as a Position Statement with the 2020 date removed. This position paper was revised by the Committee on Government Relations of the Public Affairs and Outreach Council, working with the Licensing That Works Coalition that ASME leads. The February 2012 paper is available to view at https://www.asme.org/getmedia/f2402620-222b-4445-87cb-45256c8b94d2/PS12-06.aspx

**Proposed motion for BOG Action: (if appropriate)**

To approve all three ASME General Position Papers to communicate ASME’s guiding principle to the U.S. Congress, the Administration and the engineering, science and technology community at large. The date of issuance for all thee position papers will be “January 2016.”

**Attachments:**

Updated versions of the three ASME General Position Papers entitled:

1. Engineering America’s Future: Economic Growth through Technological Innovation
2. Diversity and Inclusion in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Workforce: A Strategic Global Perspective
Introduction

Economic prosperity and growth in the global age is at root a story of technological innovation. Various economic analyses ascribe up to 80% of economic growth in the industrial era to technological advancements. Innovation allows us to make continual improvements in our quality of life and maximize the productivity of our citizens. It also enhances our ability to identify and collect scarce resources and use them efficiently, and to optimize our adverse impact on the earth and its environment. Appropriately directed, technological advancements can also be delivered to the benefit of the global community and can be a driver for national security.

The emergence of the United States in the 20th century as the preeminent world economic power was largely attributed to the country’s stable political system, vast natural and human resources, and agricultural, manufacturing and engineering prowess. Underlying all of this has been an unceasing capacity for innovation. This innovation made possible remarkable productivity gains in agriculture. Beginning in the 19th century, the development and dissemination of science-based best practices in agriculture allowed the nation’s growing food needs to be met by ever-smaller numbers of farm workers. This improvement in farm labor productivity enabled people to focus on producing in other markets. Today this manifests itself in our ability to engineer new technologies in areas such as life sciences, environmental sciences, energy, advanced manufacturing and information technology, which define our quality of life and will be crucial to economic growth and prosperity in a global economy.

Recommendations

Private enterprise will continue to take the lead in technological and engineering innovation, particularly regarding commercialization of new ideas and technologies. The government plays a role through the promulgation of policies that encourage innovation. These policies must be mindful of the long-term, capital-intensive nature of engineering and basic science innovation, recognize the interdisciplinary nature of R&D and understand the need to bridge different funding paths for technology transition. These policies should encourage a regulatory environment for the transfer of research results to application developers and for ease of commercialization. The goal of these policies should support the development and sustenance of a well-educated, technically sophisticated workforce that is sufficiently agile to respond to rapid developments in technology.

Specific recommendations are:

1. **Ensure substantial public investment in science-based engineering research that recognizes the interdisciplinary nature of innovation.**

Federal funding is crucial to the nation’s R&D enterprise. This funding encompasses both publicly supported laboratories operated directly by federal agencies, as well as grants to non-
profit research-performing organizations such as universities and research institutes. In particular, basic research, which is defined as that work that is not directly motivated by specific applications, is almost exclusively the domain of government support. The divide between basic research and applications means that there can only be limited assurances that commercial applications will result even from successful research projects. In most cases private enterprises cannot justify investments in research for which the promise of revenue-generating applications is not imminent. In such areas only a shared investment in the precompetitive Science and Technology realm will allow the market to develop. Leadership by the federal government through its investment is a critical component of this enterprise.

Federal research funding should be balanced between biology and the life sciences, where funding generally is largely provided by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and engineering and the physical sciences, where funding is provided by the Department of Defense (DoD), Department of Energy (DoE), Department of Commerce, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), or the National Science Foundation (NSF). A balanced federal research portfolio is especially vital to emerging technical areas, which may be highly interdisciplinary and may require distinctly different funding avenues. Balancing the federal investment in multiple fields will foster a knowledge base and capability in multiple research areas.

Federally funded research also supports graduate education. A large percentage of doctoral degree recipients in engineering and science are supported in part by federal funds. These degree recipients go on to play key roles not only in carrying out research, but in training successive generations of engineers and scientists.

The federal government should consider an investment balance that:

- Ensures long-term commitments to science and engineering research by devoting a fixed amount of more than 3% of the total U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) to research and development or a fixed percentage of the federal revenues.
- Continues to support robust investments in basic research for the National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy’s Office of Science, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and the Department of Defense, which supports high risk, but high reward projects.
- Pursues a balanced portfolio of research in physical sciences, engineering, and life sciences, with commitment to the research activity supported by all agencies. This balance should be coordinated through government investment priorities and shared research areas among multiple agencies. Research into focus areas where multiple agency missions benefit should be high in that priority.

2. Establish policies that encourage private investment in R&D, including basic research.

The private sector accounts for an estimated two-thirds of all R&D spending in the U.S. This private R&D effort is focused on development and applications. The federal government has been the primary source of basic research funding in the U.S. for the last century. In order for technology to drive our economic growth in the future, incentives such as R&D tax credits that are dependable and not year to year must be provided.

The role of intellectual property protections in encouraging private R&D investment should also be strengthened and enforced. Such protections, which have both domestic and international
implications, can provide strong financial incentives to undertake fundamental R&D by increasing the likely investment return.

The federal government should:

- Make permanent the R&D tax credit.
- Protect intellectual property and copyright.

3. **Enact measures to strengthen partnerships between R&D performers and users.**

While it is primarily private industry that innovates through transforming knowledge into new products and services, industry depends heavily on government-funded basic research. The task of transitioning basic research has long been identified as a major obstacle in the R&D pathway.

Partnerships between industry and academic or other research institutions allow industry to be better informed about recent research advances, while allowing the performers of basic research in turn to be cognizant of the needs of industry. Planning and coordination is essential for optimal performance of these partnerships. Federal agencies have long and valuable experience in interacting with industry, academic institutions, and research institutions, and benefit from expanded partnership efforts.

Accordingly, the federal government should:

- Strengthen industry/academic/government partnerships to facilitate the flow of ideas between these parties.
- Stipulate communication on technology transition between parties as conditions of research grants both on the basic research side and the application and development side.
- Support partnerships involving competitive programs that are both cost-shared and merit-reviewed.
- Invest in partnerships that apply commercial technologies to meet government needs in areas such as energy, advanced manufacturing, defense, intelligence, transportation, space, education, and the environment.

4. **Promote a system of standards and conformity assessment procedures that facilitates the transfer and commercialization of innovative technical advances.**

The globalization of business, the rapid implementation of new technology, and the economic and technological convergence of markets are significantly changing the dynamics of global competition – particularly with respect to the areas of energy and workforce development. As a result, the influence of international product standardization and conformity assessment procedures on the marketability of U.S. products and services abroad is becoming increasingly important. The significance of supporting sound standardization policy is underscored by the U.S. Department of Commerce estimate that standards affect 80% of world commodity trade.

U.S. international trade policies and the bilateral and multilateral agreements designed to harmonize standardization systems are intended to ensure fair and equitable cross border commerce among the signatory nations to these agreements. Intra-national technical standards and conformity assessment systems should not be used by some countries as an exclusionary tool to inhibit extra-national competition. Preservation of U.S. market access for innovative
technology developments will require due diligence by both government and the private sector on the evolving state of international standards practices.

To enhance the commercialization opportunities for new technologies, international standards development and conformity assessment procedures must preserve industry’s ability to market products based on those technologies. To accommodate this need, the federal government, through its international trade negotiators and representatives and federal agencies, should:

- Continue to implement provisions of PL 104-113, The Technology Transfer and Advancement Act, to encourage greater use of, and participation in, voluntary consensus standards, accreditation, and conformity assessment programs by government agencies, allowing for increased efficiency, public safety, and reduced costs for taxpayers.
- Support the principles of international standardization including transparency, impartiality and consensus, effectiveness and relevance, and coherence during development, in accordance with the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement.
- Continue to recognize that U.S. domiciled standards-developing organizations produce standards that meet the above criteria, and thus are entitled to favored treatment under the TBT Agreement.
- Support private sector efforts to harmonize requirements among U.S. and international conformity assessment bodies and recognize that harmonization of standards should be addressed on a sectoral basis.
- Protect intellectual property rights in standards.

5. Create initiatives to broaden the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) pipeline at the university level, and strengthen STEM education in primary and secondary schools.

The U.S. economy relies on the productivity, creativity and entrepreneurship of all U.S. citizens. As the workforce becomes increasingly more global and technology-driven, it is essential that the United States align its K-12 core curriculum to the knowledge and skill requirements of its 21st century workforce.

The number of undergraduate engineering degrees awarded annually by U.S. universities has fallen from its peak in the mid-1980s, even as overall undergraduate enrollments are increasing; in fact, where engineering degrees made up almost 8% of all earned degrees in the mid-1980s, that figure is less than that amount today. The percentage of women earning B.S. degrees in engineering also peaked in 2002 at nearly 21%, but has not reached that level since that time. Increasing the participation of women and minorities is essential for broadening the STEM pipeline.

The lagging performance of U.S. primary and secondary school students on international math and science assessments similarly augurs poorly for our future global competitiveness. It is vitally important to strengthen STEM education at the K-12 levels. This will require a variety of measures, including the recruitment and training of qualified teachers; the development of curricular standards and materials that emphasize creativity, problem-solving, and critical thinking, along with assessments aligned with those standards; and the encouragement of partnerships between public and private stakeholders to bring practical and hands-on STEM experiences to the classroom.
Proper investment in K-12 STEM education aimed both at improving the performance of U.S. students and increasing recruitment to STEM fields will require substantial, rigorous research into best practices. There has historically been a dearth of research in STEM education, meaning that the true nature of deficiencies in STEM education are ill-defined, as are the proposed remedies. For example, it is not well-understood if the lack of diversity among STEM university graduates owes to problems of recruitment and retention at the university level, to inadequate technical preparation at the secondary school level, or to cultural biases at the different levels of education; nor is it understood even if the problems of racial and gender diversity are fundamentally similar. If these issues can be properly defined, it will be essential to evaluate the proper methods for addressing them. These research efforts would naturally be the domain of NSF or the Department of Education.

The federal government should:

- Coordinate federal programs and activities in support of STEM education and require them to develop a STEM education strategic plan to inform coordinated program and budget planning across the agencies.
- Establish and maintain an inventory of federally sponsored STEM education activities, including documentation on program assessments.
- Support rigorous research, through the Department of Education or NSF, aimed at understanding the current deficiencies in STEM education both in the K-12 and the post-secondary levels, and at identifying best practices for addressing those deficiencies.
- Pursue the adoption of aggressive standards and effective assessment for STEM education in K-12, including reward systems to improve recruitment and retention of outstanding teachers.
- Encourage partnerships to involve private organizations in addressing STEM education improvements.
- Leverage programs such as NSF’s Broader Impacts Criterion to encourage large-scale, sustained partnerships among higher education institutions, museums, industry, content developers and providers, research laboratories and centers, and elementary, middle, and high schools to deploy the Nation’s science assets in ways that engage tomorrow’s STEM innovators.
- Encourage mentoring opportunities for students in K-12 and partnerships that engage students and teachers in K-12 in entrepreneurial, innovative environments.
- Strengthen and re-examine oversight of existing legislation and programs aimed specifically at broadening participation by under-represented groups in STEM fields.
- Award grants to colleges and universities to reform undergraduate STEM education in their institutions, and specify that proposals must include evidence of institutional support for, and commitment to, the proposed reform effort.
- Promote the adoption and/or improvement by states of high-quality common standards and assessments in STEM subject areas.

6. Support life-long education initiatives to provide employees and employers with the tools necessary to compete in the global economy.

Continuing education enables the workforce to stay abreast of technological advances, respond to shifting trends, and supports employability. A technically literate workforce is essential for economic growth and prosperity in today’s global economy. Continuing education also fosters stability in the population of technical workers. This workforce stability is important in attracting promising students to technical fields, and also in helping to ensure that institutional knowledge
is retained and can be imparted to successive generations of workers. Return on investment in continuing education must be measured in the long term rather than the short term. Encouragement of continuing education must combine elements of measure intended to promote employment, R&D investment (including fiscal incentives), and aimed at strengthening STEM education.

The federal government should:

- Strengthen tax incentives for workforce development and continuing education, including at the graduate level, both for employers and employees.
- Support research to identify effective means for maintaining the technical currency of the workforce.

###
General Position Paper
of ASME
on
Diversity and Inclusion in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
Workforce: A Strategic Global Imperative

ASME is committed to achieving a truly diverse and inclusive science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) workforce in the U.S. and all over the world. We offer the following guiding principles to help ASME and the broader STEM community better envision and implement the concept of diversity and inclusion in the STEM workforce.

Guiding Principles:¹

1. Diversity is defined as “the ways in which we differ as individuals or organizations, and the commonalities and similarities that justify and motivate and inspire all people and entities to work collaboratively together in order to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes.”

   Diversity “includes differences such as age, gender, ethnicity, physical appearance, thought styles, religion, nationality, socio-economic status, belief systems, sexual orientation, life and work experiences and education. Diversity that is recognized, valued and most importantly, strategically managed within and without an organization can drive successful outcomes and business results.”

2. Inclusion is “the creation of opportunities and the elimination of barriers that allow all people to participate in and contribute to ideation, planning, projects, programs, processes, teams, organizations, social activities, fun or any other meaningful opportunity, that helps achieve successful outcomes.”

3. Strategic Diversity is “the effective deployment of strategies that leverage the strengths of all people and/or of an organization in order to operate successfully within a diverse marketplace or within a uniquely different society, institution, partnership or similar entity.”

4. Managing Diversity is “the ability to effectively inspire and enable all people to:
   a. align to a common vision
   b. communicate effectively and assure understanding
   c. know and accept what is of value to others
   d. leverage the strengths of others and trust their commitment to deliver as agreed, and
   e. appropriately recognize and celebrate successes often.”

Policy Recommendations:

Specific to the U.S., ASME would like to offer the following policy recommendations. In 2014, women were awarded 19.9% of engineering bachelor’s degrees, while African Americans and

¹ ASME Policy 15.11. ASME Policy on Diversity and Inclusion.
Hispanics represented only 3.5% and 10.1% respectively.\textsuperscript{2} While these numbers do represent significant gains from the 1980s, there is still much work that needs to be done.

The U.S. economy relies on the productivity, creativity, and entrepreneurship of all U.S. citizens. With the predicted changes in future U.S. workforce demographics, increasing the participation of women and underrepresented groups in the U.S. STEM workforce must become a 21\textsuperscript{st} Century national imperative. We urge policymakers to strengthen and re-examine oversight of existing legislation and programs aimed specifically at increasing and broadening participation by under-represented groups in STEM fields, including that which:

- Increases public awareness of STEM careers, including supporting efforts to foster outreach to all students, teachers, parents, and K-12 guidance counselors;
- Enables all students to have access to a rigorous STEM curriculum, hands-on laboratory experiences, and informal learning that increases academic performance and interest in STEM careers;
- Offers incentives and mentoring for women and under-represented groups to pursue STEM coursework and careers, including teaching careers, and continue to provide professional achievement opportunities post-graduation and throughout their careers;
- Provides all members of society the opportunity to fully participate in the STEM pipeline and workforce by addressing current obstacles to the participation of women and under-represented groups in the STEM workforce, as well as ensuring to acknowledge past accomplishments.

By dramatically improving the participation of women and talent from other under-represented groups in the STEM workforce, the U.S. can leverage the diversity of these individuals to fuel the innovation necessary for our global competitiveness, as well as meet the challenges of a changing world.

XXX 2015

General Position Paper of ASME on
Mandatory Educational Requirements for Engineering Licensure

DRAFT- NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Introduction

Founded in 1880 as the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, ASME is a not-for-profit professional organization recognized globally for its leadership in providing the engineering community with technical content and a forum for information exchange. With more than 140,000 members worldwide, ASME serves this wide-ranging technical community through high-quality programs in continuing education, the development and maintenance of codes and standards, research, conferences and publications, government relations, and various forms of outreach.

ASME endorses lifelong learning and encourages mechanical engineers to pursue graduate degrees in engineering. As the quality of engineering education improves around the world, in order to remain globally competitive, engineers who wish to advance in their careers will need to continue their education either through formal study leading to a degree, or through the various types of continuing education that are offered.

Background

In 2006, the National Council of Examiners for Engineers and Surveyors (NCEES) adopted a change to the Model Law for professional engineers to require that, for an individual to be licensed by a state as a Professional Engineer (PE) in 2015 and beyond, he or she must hold at least a Master’s degree in an engineering discipline or its equivalent (MOE). In 2008, NCEES extended the implementation timeline to 2020. In 2014, the provision was taken out of the Model Law, but in 2015, it was put back into NCEES’s official documents as a Position Statement with the 2020 date removed. NCEES claims that it was motivated to add additional education by the decline in university and college requirements for a bachelor’s degree in engineering from an average of 144 semester credits 30 years ago to an average of 128 credits today.

The First Professional Degree (FPD) in engineering has long been considered to be the degree needed for the practice of engineering. The FPD informs the public and licensing bodies about the minimum requirements that qualify an aspiring professional for practice. Since the 1920s, the FPD in engineering in most regions of the world has been a baccalaureate degree, requiring the equivalent of full time study of approximately four years.

Current engineering baccalaureate degrees typically require courses in mathematics; exact sciences and life sciences; fundamentals and practice of engineering; laboratory and design experience; metrology and experimentation; ethics and professionalism; and selected topics from other disciplines, including the liberal arts and business. Some programs also include industry-based experience in the form of cooperative education or internships.

ASME Position Statement on Master’s or Equivalent (MOE)

ASME opposes a mandatory, across-the-board requirement of MOE, beyond the FPD currently decreed
by tradition and practice.

ASME believes that the typical scope of an ABET accredited bachelor’s degree can be and has been demonstrated to accommodate technical breadth and flexibility and the intellectual skills necessary for engineering graduates to qualify for employment in an engineering position. In addition, it is the appropriate qualification to attain licensure as a Professional Engineer. The steps in achieving that status are: (1) passing the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) Examination, (2) successfully completing a four-year internship under a licensed engineer and (3) passing the final Principles and Practice (PE) Examination. Before being licensed as a Professional Engineer, these steps assure that the knowledge, skill and ethical standards expected from a Professional Engineer are attained. Continuing education is essential to the attainment and maintenance of licensure, as well as a life-long necessity for engineers of all disciplines beyond the studies that qualified them for the FPD. Continuing education helps PEs stay up-to-date with developments beyond their classroom and professional experience.

ASME believes that increasing educational requirements for licensure should not be used as a tool to offset the decrease in graduation requirements for the FPD. Over the past decades, legislatures and state higher education authorities have reduced the course load required for a baccalaureate degree in engineering to an average of 128 semester credits. From 2004 to 2014, however, data available to ASME shows that the average decrease was a mere 1.4 semester hours, and that this downward trend has plateaued. ASME believes that the current number of total hours is sufficient. Yet, even with this gradual change over time, there has been no drop in the national test scores in either the FE or PE examinations required for engineering licensure. In order to produce such results, the approach to educating an engineer has had to become more focused and efficient.

Improved technology has also contributed significantly, i.e. computers have replaced slide rules, and CAD software has replaced drawing by hand on drafting tables. The outcomes-based assessment of modern engineering programs has resulted in better, more focused coursework and computational capabilities are significantly superior to those available decades ago. Most of the decrease in credits is a result of the removal of physical education, ROTC, and basic math and science courses that are now taught in high schools. Thus, the need for increased hours is not required.

The reason for engineering licensure is to protect the safety, health and welfare of the public (as stated in the National Society of Professional Engineers Code of Ethics and in the codes of most of the other engineering societies). Legislation in these matters should be used for the purpose of public safety only. Increasing the prestige or status of the profession by raising the bar to access does not contribute to the profession nor does it serve the public. The value and effectiveness of the work that engineers do should be the sole measure of the profession. Professionalism and continuous education across the decades of an engineering career, together with strict adherence to the canons of ethics, are the real foundations of public safety.

We currently have a workable, effective and adaptable system of examinations and supervision in practice that results in highly competent professional engineers. We also have a system of state oversight that can take action against an individual engineer or part of the system that can be demonstrated to have fallen short of professional expectations. If more front-end coursework is the remedy, it should be employed because public safety is at risk due to poorly educated engineers. This is not the case now, nor are we seeing early indicators that it will be the case in the foreseeable future.
The people of the United States and the legislative and executive branches of the U.S. government are concerned with enhancing the nation's capabilities in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). To compete in the modern technological society and global economy, it is imperative that we expand our technologically capable workforce.

However, the percentage of students studying engineering compared to overall students enrolled in four-year colleges is shrinking. In 1981, 6.7 percent of degrees awarded in the U.S. were in engineering. In 1986, the figure rose to a high of 7.8 percent. Today it has dropped to 4.7 percent. These statistics show we could be losing potential innovators to other majors each year.

The engineering degree is one of the most challenging programs of study that one may undertake at the university and requiring a Master’s or Equivalent will make becoming an engineer appear even more difficult, which could further detract some of the highly capable students needed to ensure U.S. technological growth. Increasing the professional licensing requirements also has the potential to reduce the supply of licensed engineers who are able to practice and therefore reduce the U.S.’s technological competitiveness.

Because technological change is continuous over the typical 40 years of a professional engineering career, the additional courses taken at the beginning of a career have a rapidly decreasing usefulness compared to the continuing education required in most states to maintain licensure. In addition, many graduates are required to take highly specialized short courses, unavailable in universities, relating to their new job duties.

In addition, most graduate schools require a 3.0 grade point average for admission. If we say that a master’s degree is a requirement for professional practice, we are telling many of our students that they are not qualified for a license.

ASME also opposes the implementation of MOE for only selected engineering disciplines. The line between disciplines can at times be difficult to establish. Individual professionals must exercise the appropriate professional judgment, autonomy and discretion to perform services only in the areas of their competence.

Finally, there is also no evidence to suggest that earning a Master’s or adding thirty credit hours, which represents a full academic year of upper-level undergraduate coursework or graduate-level coursework, will have a positive impact on the public’s health and safety. The fundamental issues affecting the public are already adequately covered under the current education, testing and experience requirements of licensure. We believe that it is misguided to add a year of coursework on the front-end of a professional career as a remedy to a public safety problem that has not been demonstrated. It will discourage students from seeking a career in engineering by significantly adding to the time and cost of their education.

Conclusion:

In conclusion, ASME opposes a mandatory, across the board requirement of MOE, beyond the FPD currently decreed by tradition and practice, for the following reasons:

- ASME believes that the typical scope of an ABET accredited bachelor’s degree can and has been demonstrated to accommodate technical breadth and flexibility and the intellectual skills necessary for engineering graduates to (1) pass the Fundamentals of Engineering Examination, (2) successfully complete a four-year internship under a licensed engineer and (3) go on to pass the final Principles and Practice Examination before being licensed as a Professional Engineer.

- Continuing education is an essential life-long need for engineers, and significant learning is necessary for engineers of all disciplines beyond the studies that qualified them for the FPD. These principles are already incorporated within the present system as most states require professional development credits to maintain licensure.

- There is no clear benefit to requiring MOE, but there is considerable cost that will affect both firms and individuals (tuition, time off, fees, books, commuting, etc.).

- Due to the federated nature of licensing jurisdictions, some states may adopt MOE and others will not, causing disparities and hindering licensee mobility. Equivalency of other non-university-based courses also will be a major concern.

- ASME will continue to review the body of knowledge required for entry-level engineers not from the standpoint of professional registration, which has been addressed above, but from the standpoint of the global competitiveness of graduating mechanical engineers.

- We are prepared to oppose the acceptance of MOE jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction if it comes before individual legislatures and/or licensing boards.

ASME believes legislating this new barrier to entry into the profession is not in the public’s interest and comes at the expense of engineering students, their parents, and anyone who employs engineering services.

*This General Position Paper was approved by the ASME Board of Governors on November XX, 2015.*